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Scattering of polarized Lithium -7 from nuclei 
at energies near the Coulomb barrier
A b stra c t
The concept of tidal symmetry in heavy-ion collisions has been explored by studying 
theoretical models of ^Li scattering from spinless targets at energies near the Coulomb 
barrier. Exact tidal symmetry neglects the momentum-dependent forces between the in­
teracting nuclei and treats the m om entum -dependent centrifugal barrier approximately {eg. the  iso-centrifugal approximation). The aim  of this study has been to estimate the 
im portance of the centrifugal barrier, the tidal symmetry breaking term , in situations 
dominated by either nuclear or Coulomb excitation.
O ne- and two-channel single folding model calculations for ^Li scattering from ®®Ni 
at 20.3 MeV and from ^^°Sn at 44 MeV have been performed using the code Fresco. 
Calculations include ground state re-orientation and assume a cluster structure (a  +  
t) for the ^Li. Complex cluster-target optical potentials at appropriate energies were 
chosen from the literature. The triton  spin-orbit interaction is ignored. A real W oods- 
Saxon type potential is taken for the inter-cluster interaction.
In the nuclear excitation case and in the absence of projectile—target spin-orbit force, 
small elastic and inelastic rank - 1  tensor analyzing power iT n  were obtained and this is 
consistent w ith tidal symmetry predictions. Rank-2 tensor analyzing powers have been found to satisfy the shape effect relations to a very good degree except for the 
inelastic ^T 2 2  which showed a 15 % departure from zero in the  forward scattering. This 
behaviour has been encountered in both  scattering systems we have considered. We 
have performed a scattering amplitude analysis and showed th a t two orders of magni­
tude separate the tidal spin conserving amplitude ^Moo and tidal spin non-conserving 
am plitude ^ M 22 in  the elastic case. In  the inelastic case one order of magnitude sep­
arates ^ M 2o and •^M2 2  causing to deviate significantly compared to the elastic
from zero.
We have considered the case of exciting ^Li to its first excited state  by means of the 
Coulombic interaction where projectile-target nuclear interactions are excluded. Tw o- 
channel quantum-mechanical calculations of tensor analyzing powers for Coulomb ex­
citation have indicated less agreement with the shape effect relations. Deviations from 
tidal symmetry predictions of up to  40 % have been noted for inelastic and ^ 3 ^ 2  
in the forward scatterings. A universal criterion for the validity of the iso-centrifugal 
approximation which guarantees the fulfilm ent of the shape effect relations for Coulomb 
excitation, has been obtained in the semi-classical Hmit. The enhancement of the de­
viations in  the Coulomb excitation case has been shown to be due to the long range 
nature of the Coulomb quadrupole interaction.
Using Alder—W inther semi-classical theory for Coulomb excitation, we have derived 
expressions for the inelastic rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers and found them  in very 
good agreement with the quantum-mechanical calculations. However, the theory treats 
the re-orientation to the first-order and therefore gives zero for elastic rank - 2  tensor an­
alyzing powers. A second semi-classical approach based on the stationary phase method 
has been used. Expressions for the ground state Coulomb re-orientation and
2-channel elastic are in good agreement with the Fresco quantum  calculations.
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1.1 B a ck g ro u n d
Most theoretical as well as experimental nuclear spin polarization studies reported at 
the 3'"'^  International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Reactions, 
Madison, USA [B a r  71] were about s p in - | (neutrons, protons, and tritons) and spin-1 
(douterons) nuclei with two exceptions :
-  Darden’s general description of polarization phenomena wliich hinted at the changes 
to be made in the formalism when dealing with sp in - | beams [Da r  71];
-  K eaton’s forecast of the possibility of producing sp in - | beams (sometime in the seven­
ties) [Ke a  70]. During tha t symposium, and in order to regulate notations, coordinate 
systems, and concepts in subsequent polarization %)henomenon research, the “Madison 
Convention” was drafted.
Technological advances in the seventies [St e  81] and eighties [CON 8 5 , TUN 86] 
with respect to various aspects of experimental techniques for polarized beams over­
came the difficulties encountered when running experiments with s p in - | nuclei. In fact, 
during the 6 *^' International Symposium on Polarization Phenomena in Nuclear Physics, 
Osaka, Japan [KON 85], laboratories from Europe, the USA and Japan  reported run­
ning experiments with s p in - | nuclei over a range of incident energies and targets. For 
a latest review of world wide polarized heavy-ion sources, see [FiC 90].
In general, the complexity of the nucleus-nucleus interaction depends on the nuclear 
spin. It has been shown [Sa t  60] tha t for s p in - | nuclei scattered from a spinless target, 
the only spin-dependent force tha t can be present is the spin-orbit force, whereas for 
spin - 1  nuclei there exist three additional spin-dependent (rank - 2  tensor) forces, namely 
T r,T p  and T/;, tha t satisfy symmetry requirements due to invariance laws. These rank-2
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tensor forces are given by the following expressions:
Tn = ,
Tp =   ^ ( 1 .1 .1 )
%  =  i,î-Lf + \ î - L - \ p P ,
where i2 ,P  and L  indicate the position, linear momentum and angular momentum 
vectors, respectively. Note tha t Tr  is momentum—independent interaction whereas Tp 
and Tl are not.
In the general case of a spin-Jp projectile scattered from a spin— target nucleus, 
possible tensor forces have maximum rank of 2 (Jp 4 - Jy). Thus, for a spin—|  nu­
cleus scattered from spin-0 target, tensor forces of rank 1, 2, and 3 are present in the 
nucleus-nucleus interaction. The relations between various terms in  the nucleus-nucleus 
interaction {ie. central and tensor term s) and the reaction observables {ie. cross sec­
tion and analyzing powers) were at the centre of spin-dependent interaction studies in 
heavy-ion collisions. A review of the m ain findings of these studies is presented below.
Based on the semi-classical approach to  scattering orbits in heavy-ion collisions, the 
shape effect model [MOR 82,ZUP 80,TXJN 79] relates the change in the cross section 
to the change in distance between the two interacting nuclei (one of them  assumed 
deformed) at the distance of closest approach. The so-called shape effect relations^ be­
tween the rank - 2  tensor analyzing power components Ï 2 g(^) with q = 0 , l , 2  were derived:
 ^Often written as follows :
i 2 ,(n) ’’T2 o(e)5
where Ù  is the direction of the momentum transfer (0, |  +  f , 0).
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’'"T2o{6) =  ( l - 3 c o s g ) ^ % ( g ) ,
s in 0 ^T 2 o(0 ) ,  ( 1 .1 .2 )
^ 2^ g2 (^) =  ~ ^ 8  ^ ^ 2 o(^) .
The superscript M  indicates th a t the observables are referred to the Madison (helicity) 
coordinate system (MGS) in which the Z-axis is along the asymptotic incoming mo­
m entum  and the Y-axis is perpendicular to the reaction plane. The X-axis is chosen 
so th a t a right-handed coordinate system is obtained (see Appendix-C). is the 
transverse T2 0  measured with the Z-axis normal to the scattering plane.
The three rank - 2  tensor interactions (Tp,Tp, and Tl ) for heavy ions have been 
discussed by [Nis 8 4 b ,Jo h  85] and were shown to depend on the deformation of the 
projectile for Tp, on the effect of the Pauli principle on a deformed projectile propagating 
through the target for Tp, and on the second order effects of the projectile-target spin- 
orbit force for Tp. For Tp type interaction, relations between the three components 
of the rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers T2q{q — 0 , 1 , 2 ) equivalent to the shape effect 
relations Eqs.(1.1.2) were obtained in the semi-classical turning point model [NiS 85] 
which assumed the localization of the tensor interactions near the classical turning point:
/3  _T22(0) =  - ^ Ï 2 o ( 0 )  and T2i(0) =  O. (1.1.3)
The barred tensor analyzing powers Tgg(0) are referred to the Hooton-Johnson co­
ordinate system (HJCS) in which the Z-axis is along the direction of the vector sum of 
the incoming and outgoing asym%Dtotic momenta +  ko while the Y-axis is, as in the 
(MGS), normal to the scattering plane ie.j along hi x  ko [H oo  71] (see Appendix-G).
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For tlie other two rank—2 tensor interactions, Tp and Tp, relations of the following 
form were obtained :
T2 2 ( 0 ) =  T2 i ( 0 ) =  0 and T2 o(0 ) /  0 for Tp , (1.1.4)
^  and Tn(e)  = 0 for n .  (1.1.5)v 2
Using the quantum-mechanical concept of partial wave expansion, the turning point 
model relations Eqs.(1.1.3), (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) were reduced to relations between the 
diagonal (in the partial wave £) and off-diagonal components of the tensor scattering 
am plitudes for each type of the tensor forces [NiS 87,JoH 77].
A projectile excitation mechanism involving the dynamics of the projectile (ie. its 
inter-cluster structure) has been introduced in order to explain the quantitative nature 
of the measured vector analyzing powers for ^Li and ’Li scatterings [NiS 84A , J oh 
83] which could not be understood in  the one-channel folding model calculations even 
when a Tp tensor force (re-orientation of the ground state) is included. An effective 
spin-dependent interaction, due to the coupling of the projectile excited states to  its 
ground state, was found to enhance the elastic vector analyzing power. The effective 
spin-dependent interaction will be discussed in chapter 3.
For nuclear collisions near the Coulomb barrier, where channel coupling effects are 
im portan t, coupled channel calculations are essential. The effects of the coupled excited 
states of ’Li were found to depend on the excitation energies in 4-channel cluster folding 
model calculations for ’Li ^®Ni at 20.3 MeV [Ohn 84]. Another 4-channel M3Y 
double folding model calculation for ’Li +  ’^°Sn at 44 MeV studied the effect of channel 
coupling on the fits to the measured polarization observables [TUN 8 6 ]. The elastic 
rank - 1  tensor (also known as vector) analyzing power was found to be sensitive to the 
complexity of coupling scheme.
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1.2  O b jec tiv e s
The aim of this project is to investigate the concept of tidal symmetry^ in heavy-ion col­
lisions [G om 86]. Exact tidal symmetry neglects m om entum -dependent forces between 
the interacting heavy ions eg. the spin-orbit force, and treats the momentum-dependent 
centrifugal barrier approximately in the so-called iso-centrifugal approximation where 
the incoming and outgoing centrifugal barriers are replaced by their average. Only 
under these conditions, is invariance of the projectile-target Hamiltonian with respect 
to rotations around the vector joining them  achieved and consequently the tidal spin 
eigenvalue (the projection of the projectile spin along the vector connecting it with the 
target ) is conserved [GoM 8 8 ]. In our calculations, the centrifugal barrier is treated 
exactly and we aim to estimate the im portance of this, the only tidal symmetry breaking 
mechanism in the absence of triton spin-orbit interaction. Two situations are consid­
ered; scatterings dominated by short range nuclear excitation (in chapter 4) and those 
dominated by long range Coulomb excitation (in chapter 5).
The implications of tidal symmetry on tensor analyzing powers are of great signifi­
cance. Firstly, the shape effect relations Eqs.(1.1.2) can be shown to be one consequence 
of the tidal symmetry. It is worth mentioning here that the original derivation of the 
. shape effect relations [TUN 79,MOR 82] assumed weak coupling potentials and predicted 
the relations to be valid only for those scattering systems which exhibit Fresnel-type 
angular distributions (near-side scatterings). Secondly, the tidal symmetry predicts 
vanishing elastic and inelastic odd-rank tensor analyzing powers, a conclusion beyond 
the scope of the original shape effect model.
^The term tidal is used here to emphasis that forces involved are non-central forces between the 
interacting composite nuclei. These nuclear tidal forces are the net result of central forces acting between 
the constituents of the interacting nuclei.
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Tidal symmetry predictions for tensor analyzing powers have been tested theoreti­
cally, as well as experimentally, for different reaction systems w ith various objectives. 
It is understood, for example, tha t the symmetry is exliibited by all heavy ion collision 
systems but to varying extent depending on the masses of the interacting nuclei and 
the incident energy in comparison with the height of the Coulomb barrier. Neglecting 
Coulomb excitation [ O t t  8 8 ], it has been concluded that the iso-centrifugal approxi­
m ation does better for 'Li on ^®Mg at 44 MeV than  , say, for ’Li on ^^C at 21.1 MeV. 
On the other hand, the scattering of ’^Na from ^°^Pb at 170 MeV is found to satisfy to 
a very good degree the tidal synnnetry predictions [Ka r  8 8 ]. Presently, a  theoretical 
and experimental study is being carried out for 'L i +  '^^Fe at 50 MeV [Ka r  91].
In this thesis we study the scattering of ’Li ( sp in - | nucleus in its ground state) from 
spin-zero targets at energies near the Coulomb barrier, namely^:
Li*y^^Sn  at 44 MeV, and 
Li*)^^Ni at 20.3 MeV laboratory energies.
Using the folding model [WAT 58], the (A -f- 7) nucleon scattering problem is ap­
proxim ated by two 2-body scatterings assuming an (a  t) cluster structure for the ’Li 
and treating the target as an inert core. Central complex (with volume imaginary part) 
alpha-target and triton-target optical potentials are used [NiS 8 4 a , Sa k  87]. The 
inter-cluster interaction is represented by a real W oods-Saxon potential.
We have performed one- and two-channel ( |~ ; 0 ,  0.478 MeV) single folding
model calculations using the computer code FRESCO [T h o  8 8 ] . In the one-channel 
calculations the reorientation effects of the ’Li ground state  act as rank-2 Tr  type 
tensor interaction. In the two-channel calculations, in addition to the reorientation, 
coupling to the first excited state  of 'Li is included. Both calculations neglect the
’An arrow on top of 'Li indicates polarized projectile. The star * means that ’ Li can get excited.
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triton  target spin-orbit force. In  the adiabatic calculations the inter-cluster spin-orbit 
interaction is neglected by setting the excitation energy to zero.
Except for a recent study [Sak  8 9 a ], previous tidal symmetry studies have not 
considered Coulomb excitation ie., the excitation of the projectile by the Coulomb 
quadrupole interaction. In chapter 5 of this thesis, we study the Coulomb excitation of 
’Li. Quantum -m echanical as well as semiclassical calculations indicate th a t tidal sym­
m etry predictions for tensor analyzing powers are satisfied with deviations for forward 
scatterings due to the tidal symmetry breaking centrifugal barrier. Deviations found in 
our calculations are larger (twice as large) than those noticed in the nuclear case. Tliis 
enhancement is due to the long range of the Coulombic interaction.
1.3  R em a rk s
We have paid special attention to the consistency of the notations used throughout this 
thesis. However, and to avoid any confusion, certain general points are made here to 
clarify some of the terminology encountered later on.
• The recommendations of the Madison convention [BAr 71] w ith respect to nota­
tions are strictly followed. A number of coordinate systems to which observables are 
referred can be obtained from the Madison coordinate system (MCS) by performing ap­
propriate rotations. Readers unfamiliar with any of the coordinate systems may consult 
Appendix-C of tliis thesis for self-explanatory diagrams of these coordinate systems.
• W hen not being specific, tensor analyzing powers (also called analyzing power 
tensors) refer to all possible ranks. Rank - 1  tensor analyzing power is customarily called 
the vector analyzing power.
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• W henever the inelastic scattering case is considered, tliis is understood as the 
excitation leading to the first excited state I  at 0.478 MeV of ’Li. An adiabatic 
approximation to this process assumes zero excitation energy.
• The term  Coulombic in teraction means multipole Coulomb in teractions (ie. monopole 
and quadrupole interactions in the context of chapter 5 where Coulomb excitation of 
’Li is considered). This makes clear distinction from the monopole in teraction
often called the Coulomb interaction.
• Except for the two vectors f  and R, a hat on the top of a  variable X  (appears 
like X )  indicates \ / 2 X~bT. In the case of the vectors, f  and R  represents the angular 
orientations ( 0 ,^ )  of these vectors.
• The notation for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for a +  6  =  c is ^
C h ap ter  2 
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2.1 In tr o d u c tio n
A brief review of the formalism of polarization phenomena in nuclear physics is presented 
in this chapter. Although the work reported in this thesis is about s p in - | scattering, 
namely ’Li scattering, in this chapter simplified discussions of the polarization formalism 
for the very special case of spin - 1  particles and the case of spin - 1  particles are given.
Some early studies of ])olarization phenomena in nuclear physics have come from 
various authors. L. Wolfenstein [WOL 56] has given a review of the polarization effects 
for iiucleon-nucleon scattering. L. J. B. Goldfarb extended the discussion to a composite 
particle of arbitrary spin [GOL 58]. As for polarization experiments, G. G. Ohlsen has 
reviewed polarization transfer and spin correlation experiments [O h l 72]. The theory of 
polarization measurements together w ith symmetry properties satisfied by polarization 
observables and scattering am plitudes were discussed by [SiM 74].
Parts of this review are based on lectures delivered by R. C. Johnson at the l'®^ [JOH 
78] and 6 ^^* [JoH 83] Kikuchi summer schools, in Japan in which Madison convention 
[Ba r  71] reconm iendations concerning definitions, notations and coordinate systems 
when studying polarization effects in nuclear reactions are closely followed. Hence, the 
tensor polarization tQq(I) and the tensor analyzing powers Tq(j{I) replace pre-M adison 
statistical and efficiency tensors /?,„„(/) and respectively.
2 .2  P o la r iz a tio n  p h e n o m e n a
A sp in -J  projectile has (2J+1) spin projections w ith respect to an axis. In  the sim­
ple case of sp in-1 particle, there are two possible spin projections. A beam  of spin-1 
particles is then said to be completely polarized if all its particles have the same spin pro­
jection. In all o ther cases the beam  is i>artially polarized and its degree of polarization
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determ ined by the difference:
P  = N l ~  N _ i  ( 2 .2 .1 )
2 2
where N i { N _ i )  represents the fractional population corresponding to spin projection 
parallel (antiparallel) to A. Thus, a completely unpolarized beam has P  — 0 whereas 
|jP| =  1  corresponds to a completely polarized beam  of spin - 1  particles.
In general, however, the state  of polarization of a beam of particles w ith spin J  >  |  
cannot be determ ined in the fasliion described above. In other words, the (2J+1) real 
numbers known from the fractional populations w ith respect to one alignment axis 
A specified by its polar angles (0a?</>a) a-i'e not adequate to determ ine the state  of 
polarization of a beam  of particles w ith spin I  >  | .  Therefore, the density operator p 
for a  statistical ensemble of particles is introduced. It is defined as :
J =  ><  n\ , (2.2.2)
n
where P„ are the statistical weight factors (probabilities), associated w ith the ensemble 
being in normalized states jn > , satisfying the normalization condition :
Y^Pn = I . (2.2.3)n
The expectation value of any operator < O > can be w ritten in terms of p as :
< Ô > =  Ô) =  < „ |ô |„  > , (2.2.4)trace p „
The density operator is Herraitian by definition and in the case of sp in-1 can be ex­
panded in terms of the (2x2) Pauli spin operators cr,(z =  x , y , z )  and the unit m atrix
Ï 2 X2
P( 9 ) =  9  (U x 2  +  u . P )  , (2.2.5)
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and
Pi{~) = <  a,- > =  trace [p a,) ,
are the Cartesian components of the polarization vector P.  
The Pauli spin matrices^ are given by
<7 , O ', = 0
where
(2.2.6)
J  . (2.2.7)
trace{cri(Tj) — 2 6ij for i , j  = x , y , z . (2.2.8)
Ax 1  
=  2 (2.2.9)
The density m atrix Eq.(2.2.5) w ritten as :
/  1  T  P , ( | )  P , ( l )  -  tP ,( l )
\  Fa:(|) +  iP y(|) 1  -  P s ( |)
can easily be made diagonal by setting Px{\) ~  P y ( |)  =  0 , th a t is, by choosing the 
Z-axis to be along the polarization vector P . Then the diagonalized form of the sp in-1 
density m atrix is:
1  1  /  1  +  0  \
=  d
" - \  0 i - p = { \ ) l
w ith P»(J) =  JVi — iV_i.
2 2
Consider the case of s%)in-l particles where the three spin operators S{ are :
0# 1
o' iV_i 
2
(2 .2 .10)
& A / 0 1 0 \ 1 0 1 
\ 0  1 0 /
A
\ / 2
1 0  0  
, 5 , =  a  I 0  0  0
0 0 - 1
’The spin operators are obtained by :
S i  H “ fi.o-,* with i  — X,  y ,  z .
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These three operators together w ith the unit m atrix operator Igys &re not sufficient to 
span the (3x3) space, ie., it is not possible to expand the spin-1 density m atrix p(l) 
in terms of these four Herm itian operators. Tliis is because (2J +  1)^ =  9 operators 
are needed to specify the density m atrix  for sp in-1. Therefore, six more Herm itian spin 
operators were introduced [GoL 58]:
^  (SiSj  +  SjSi) -  2 6{j laxs i , j  =  :c,3/,z 
The density m atrix p(l) can be expressed as [O h l 72,OHL 81] :
(2 .2.11)
p ( l )  —  g  Ï 3 X 3  +  — ( P x S x  +  P y P y  +  P z S z )  +  ^  { P x y S x y  +  P y z S y z  +  P x z S x z )
where
+  Ys  ~  ^ “  P y y )  +  g  P z z ^ z i
Pt = PRl) =< 5'Rl) >= trace (p(l) Pt(l)) ,
(2 .2.12)
(2.2.13)
w ith h — x , y , z , x y , x z , y z , x x , y y ,  zz.
Assuming tha t the beam has a sym m etry axis A along wliich we choose the Z-axis 
in a coordinate system (Z-axis || A) then Sx = Sy — 0 and the diagonal representation 
of the spin - 1  density m atrix is obtained
(2.2.14)
where
P ^ l )  = <  S ,  > and P „ ( l )  = <  35^ -  21 > .
By substitu tion ,
1  +  |p , ( i )  +  i p „ ( i )
X I)  =  3
2 '  2 '  
0
0
(2.2.15)
0 0 \
1 - P . X l )  0
0 1 -  |p ,( i )  +  &P.XL 7
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f  Ni 0 0  \
0 Vo 0
V O  0  v _ i y
Similarly, one has for J  =  |  the following;
(2.2.16)
( 0 0 0 \o' 0 0
0 0 0
V 0 0 o ' V _ | /
(2.2.17)
See Appendix-B for the expressions of Cartesian polarization tensors Pz,Pzz->Pzzz in 
term s of the fractional populations Vm’s for spin I  =  1,1, and | .
It is evident from the above discussion th a t describing polarization states in Carte­
sian space is cumbersome and can be very complicated when dealing w ith high spin 
values. Instead, the polarization state of a beam  of particles of arbitrary spin I  is ex­
pressed, most conveniently, in terms of spherical polarization tensors tQq{I) defined as 
the expectation values of the spherical tensor operators TQq{I)
^  (p ( J ) r Q q ( I ) )
trace p{I)
(2.2.18)
(2.2.19)
where
tn q m ' (2 .2 .20)
G
< I m l \ T Q , [ I ) \ h n > = Q  C j '  
m q m' ^ Clebscli-Gordan coefficient and Q — y/2Q -f 1 . Definitions for the spher-I  Q I
ical tensor operators for spin |  are given in Appendix-B.
. The spherical tensor operators tq^(J) are, by definition, orthogonal :
trace t^ .,.(/)) = P  Sqq, V (2.2.21)
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and satisfy the Herm iticity property :
=  ( - ) ’ t <5_,(/ )  . (2 .2.22)
The allowed ranks Q of the tensor depend on the spin I  (spinless target is
assumed) and given by
0 < Q  < 2 1 .  (2.2.23)
The tensor quantity tQg{I) is defined by a set of 2Q + 1  comiDonents :
' 'I I'QQt ' 1 ^Qq • (2.2.24)
It can be shown [JoH 83] that if the beam  is aligned with respect to axis A, then
for the special choice of Z-axis along that axis, only polarization tensors iqoil)  are 
non-zero and given by :
4 o ( ^ )  =  Q E  C m  % M , (2.2 .25)
M
w ith N m {I)  the fractional populations.
In the case of interest, s p in - | nuclei, we have for the tensor polarizations :
4 ( | )  =  ^ [ 3 ( ; V | - # | )  +  ( J V i - ^ : i ) ]  ,
4 (5 ) =  [(AT| +  # _ | )  -  (JVi +  N _ , ) \  , (2 .2.26) 
4(f) = ^ [ { m - N _ ^ ) - 3{ N , - N _ , ) ]  .
It is readily seen from the above equations the conditions under wliich one can 
prépare a  purely vector polarized (polarized) s p in - | beam  ze., beams th a t have zero
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rank - 2  tensor polarization tensors, or a purely rank - 2  tensor polarized (aligned) beam  
of particles of definite spin.
If the beam  symmetry axis A, however, is defined by polar angles (^ajÇ^a) the 
(MCS) then its polarization tensors are tQg{I) and related to tqo(I) by [JOH 83,JOH  
90] :
^  Yq,  4o { I )  . (2.2.27)
2.3  P o la r iz a t io n  o b serv a b les
spherical polarization tensors tgg (Cartesian Pi^Pij etc. =  x^y^z)  discussed so far 
are one set of four sets of polarization observables namely polarization tensors, analyzing 
power tensors, polarization transfer coefficients, and spin correlation coefficients.
AU. discussions to come, however, are abou t the analyzing power tensors Tqq th a t 
describe the effect of the projectile initial polarization on the measured reaction cross 
section. In o ther words, tensor analyzing powers are about the sensitivity of the outcome 
of a reaction to the initial polarization. We will be considering only scatterings of the 
type A  (6 , b*) A  where h is polarized ^Li projectile. The targets A  are chosen spinless 
for simplicity.
The differential cross section for a  transition from state I  into state  P  is given in 
terms of scattering amplitudes -4//m',jm(^) :
• ^  = - p  . (2.3.1)
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The tensor analyzing powers are defined as :
trace{ATQ,{I)
-  trace ( A  X«) '
where tqç{I) are the spherical tensor operators corresponding to sp in -f projectile.
For the elastic case, one writes Eq.(2.3.2) as :
^  Em <  X m |.4.rQ ,(I) .4 t |r m >
-  E „  < I m \ A A n i m >  ’
_  Eram'm" <  I m \A \ I m '  X  I m '|r g ,( /) |Im "  X  g
where ,
<  > =  0  C i  Q, . (2.3.6)
Expression ( 2 .3 .2 ) for the tensor analyzing powers Tqq{9) is known as the Madison 
convention definition of these observables. Equation (2.3.4) shows tha t the observables 
are w ritten as a linear combination of quantities of the form :
where the Aim,im> a,re elements of the (21+1) x (214-1) Herm itian scattering matrix.
If the polarization state  of the spin—J  incident beam is described by set of polarization 
tensors f j^ ( f ) ,  determined by a polarization experiment-I, then experim ent-II aimed 
a t measuring cross section defines a  set of analyzing power tensors Tqq according 
to :
a{9) — otq (2.3.6)
The elastic cross section for an unpolarized beam is defined as :
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The tensor analyzing powers Tqç(^) are Hermitian, ie.
= ( - r T Q - , ( e )  . (2.3.8)
If parity  and angular momentum are conserved and the Tqg are referred to a coordinate 
system, usually (MCS), where the Y-axis is normal to the scattering plane then the
Tqq(0) are purely real for even Q and purely imaginary^ for odd Q ie.,
% ( g )  =  Tg,(0) for even Q |g| <  Q ,
Tq,{6) = - T q,{6) for odd (3 \q\ < Q
(2.3.9)
For Q =  1, one vector analyzing power exists namely Tn{6).  For Q =  2 (rank-2 
tensor analyzing powers), three independent Tgg(^), namely T2o{9),T2i{0), and T2 2 {0 ) 
are present. For experimental reasons, T2o{0) is sometimes measured with the alignment 
axis A perpendicular to the reaction plane and therefore called transverse ^T2o{9), see 
Fig 2.1. The Transverse '^T2o{9) can be w ritten as a linear combination of ^T2q{0) and 
^ T 2 2 {0 ) as follows :
""%(g) =  TT2o(e) +  VE '^ T22(0)1 , (2.3.10)
where the superscript M  indicates th a t observables are referred to the Madison Coor­
dinate System (MCS).
It can be deduced from expression (2.3.6) th a t the tensor analyzing powers Tqq 
are given in terms of combinations of measured cross sections with respect to  various 
alignments. For example, to measure T2o{0) cross sections for unpolarized beam  ao and 
for beam  aligned along the Z-axis (r{Z) are measured.
^For this reason odd-rank tensor analyzing powers TQ q{ 6)  are multiplied by « =  and displayed 
as real quantity i  TQq{ 6)  in the literature.
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Figure 2.1: Pictorial representation of the way rank-2 tensor analyzing powers are 
measured by measuring cross sections w ith respect to different alignments (taken from 
[Fic 81]),
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3 .1  T h e  o p tica l p o te n t ia l
The optical model is a method in which the many—body scattering problem is described 
using a local complex potential, called the optical po tential which reproduces the elastic 
scattering data. In general, the optical po tential contains, in  addition to the Coulomb 
in teraction Vcouh & complex central po tential whose volume imaginary W  and/or surface 
im aginary W d  parts account for any loss of flux from the elastic channel. In addition, 
tensor term s (spin-dependent terms) such as the sp in-orbit term  Vs~o may be needed. 
The complexity of the spin-dependent term s depends on the spin. For a sp in -f nucleus 
scattered from a spin-0 target, the most general form of the optical po tential can be 
w ritten [Sat 83, p . 506] as :
tr*P*(7t) == (3.1.1)
-V f{xv) -  i W f{xw) + éiWo ~^f{xD)axD
+2 ( f . 3) (v ;.„  + ^s—o o
where Vcoui{T^) is the Coulomb po tential between a point charge Zee (cluster) and a 
uniformly charged sphere Ztc (target) w ith charge radius Rch '
( 3 - # )  for n<R,h  
^   ^ (3.1.2)
for T l> R c h .
The V  is the depth of the real part of the central complex nuclear potential. The 
W  and W b  are the depths of the volume and surface imaginary parts , respectively. 
The Vs-o and Ws~o are the depths of the real and imaginary spin-orbit interaction, 
respectively. % (r„ or 7 ^ in Fig 3.1) is the distance between the target and a cluster.
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Almost imiversally, the radial distribution /(æ ,) is chosen to be W oods-Saxon type
f{x i)  =  -—-—  with Xi = —— , (3.1.3)^  ^  1  +  e^ '* ai  ^ ^
where i stands for V^W^D^s — o. The surface diffuseness param eter of the potential is 
denoted by a» and r{ is its radius.
The optical potential parameters (y ,r y ,a y ,  etc.) are adjusted using an
optical po tential searcliing code, see [TAM 70] for example, in order to obtain the best 
fit to elastic scattering cross section. Systematic fittings for a range of light and light- 
heavy ions optical po tential parameters at various energy ranges have led to  mass-, 
charge- and energy-dependent optical po tential parameters. For example, the optical 
po tential parameters for the triton of energy Ih < Et < 20 MeV are given [P e r  76] as :
V  =  165.0 -  0.17 Et ~  6.4 MeV ,Aj'
(ry ,n y ) =  (1.2,0.72) fm ,
W = 46.0 -  0.33 Et -  110 MeV ,Ax
( r w , a w )  =  (1.4,0.84) fm ,
V;_o =  2.5 Me V ,
(r,_o, <ig_o) =  (1.2,0.72) fm ,
where A x ,  Z x ,  N x  are the mass, atomic, and neutron numbers of the target nucleus, 
respectively. For an extensive review of optical model calculations see [Hod 6 3 ,B a r  
79]. A compilation of optical potential parameters as well as system atic parameters 
used in  fitting various elastic scattering cross section of n, p, ^H, ^H, ^He, '^ He and 
heavier ions (up to 1975) was provided by [PER 76].
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Figure 3.1: W atauabe folding model for deuteron interactions w ith target T.
3 .2  T h e  s in g le  fo ld in g  m o d e l for ^Li
It was shown [W a t  58] th a t the deuteron-target optical po tential can be approximated 
from pro ton-target V^-farget(^) &nd neutron-target target(^n) optical potentials using
the folding integration technique^ :
V ^ - , , r U R )  = j  dT +  T4-.a,.,e6(r„)] , (3-2.1)
where r  is the relative coordinate of the proton and neutron in the deuteron, R  is the 
deuteron-target relative coordinate, and 0c{(r) being the deuteron ground state  wave- 
function. In writing Eq.(3.2.1) the deuteron energy is shared equally between the proton 
and neutron.
Since its introduction, the (W atanabe) folding model has been extended to more 
complex nuclei such as ^He, ^H, and '‘He. For a  review, see for example [S a t  83].
'Using the bra.-ket notation this integration is sometimes written as : <  +  Vn[4>d >•
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Figure 3,2: The cluster model of the L ith ium -7 projectile.
Folding models are of two kinds; the single folding model, where empirical cluster- 
nucleus (nucleon-nucleus in the case of deuteron) optical po tentials are folded over the 
density distribution of the projectile, as described above, and the double folding model 
where a realistic niicleon-nucleou interaction is folded over the densities of bo th colliding 
nuclei.
Composite particles such as ^Li, ^Li etc... show useful clustering aspects in their low- 
lying states. In the case of 'L i for example, the (a  +  t) cluster configuration was found 
to be instrum ental in explaining analyzing powers for elastic and inelastic scatterings 
of ^Li +  ®®Ni a t 14.2 and 20.3 MeV [Nis 84a,J0H  84] and of ^Li +  ^^°Sn a t 44 MeV 
[Sak 87]. Assuming an infinitely heavy target {M t —j- o o ) and a cluster model {a. +  t) 
for ^Li, the to ta l Ham iltonian for the 'L i-target system can be w ritten  as follows :
n )  =  % ,% ) +  +  T ,(n) +  -  n ) , (3.2.2)
where 2 h(Tf) is the kinetic energy operator of the alpha particle (triton), Va{ra) and 
%(f() are the alpha and triton optical potentials and Va-t{^a ~  ^t) is the inter-cluster 
interaction.
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The to tal wave-function for the ^Li +  target collision satisfies the to tal Schrodinger 
equation:
, (3.2.3)
where Etot is the to tal energy.
Consider the relative and centre of mass coordinates r and R  respectively :
r = ra — ft  fa = É  + Y ^  (3.2.4)
F  = ~ fa -F ~ ft  ft =  ^ —- r .  (3.2.5)
Then, the Ham iltonian (3.2.2) can be w ritten as :
JI(f,R) = V4IR +  | f l )  +  -  i? |) -  ^V% -  ^Vl  +  Z._,(rO , (3.2.6)
with
^  (3.2.7)rua +  mt
being the reduced and to ta l mass, respectively.
Eq.(3.2.3) becomes :
(f , Æ)] R) = 0 .  (3.2.8)
In the absence of projectile excitation, we write :
Ÿ(n J^ ) =  (f) y (.R), (3.2.9)
where P^Li{f) is the ^Li ground state  wave-function that satisfies :
/ f^,f(f) %jw(n , (3.2.10)
with 6a-t being the alpha-triton  binding energy and :
hLi{f) =  + %_,(f) . (3.2.11)
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"^a—t CLa—t ^a —t RMS
(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fm)
77.052 1.2914 0.70 - 2.467 3.597
Table 3.1: The inter-cluster real W oods-Saxon interaction param eters. The calculated 
values of the separation energy ea-t and RMS radius are also shown.
The wave-function y(R ) describes the relative motion of the projectile +  target system 
with the projectile remaining in its ground state. The inter-cluster interaction Va^t(f) 
is a real W oods-Saxon shaped potential w ith parameters shown in Table 3.1.
By substituting Eq.(3.2.9) and Eq.(3.2.11) in  the Schrodinger equation Eq.(3.2.8) :
Va{\R +  5i1) +  v M  -  ^ f |)  +  h u{ i^  - X u { ^  V(R)  =  Etot X u { f )  <p(R).
Multiplying bo th sides from the left by and integrating over the range of r , taking
into account Eq.(3.2.10) and the normalization condition for the ^Li ground state  wave- 
functions :
J  d r X u ( i ^ X l ( T )  =1,
+ ^a-t
2 M R (f{R) = Etot ,
(3.2.12)
(3.2.13)
where is the effective interaction between the centre of mass of ^Li and the
target:
V i t i ^ .g A R )  =  /  d r X l , { i ^  +  + X u i f )
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Optical
po tential
Parameters
V
(MeV)
rv
(fm)
ay
(fm)
W
(MeV)
rw
(fm)
aw
(fm)
Reference
a 183.7 1.4 0.564 26.6 1.4 0.564
^Li +  "®Ni [Nis 8 4 a ]
20.3 MeV t 151.0 1 . 2 0.660 18.2 1 . 6 0.830
a 218.6 1.373 0.553 29.87 1.373 0.553
^Li +  :^S n [Sa k  87]
44 MeV t 147.0 1.24 0 . 6 8 8 18.08 1.475 0.890
Table 3.2: Alpha and triton central complex optical po tential parameters used in the 
single folding model calculations.
(3.2.14)
This integration can be performed numerically or analytically depending on the choice 
of the radial distribution of the cluster—target interaction and ^Li ground state wave- 
function.
The alpha and triton  Woods—Saxon shaped optical potentials are taken from [NiS 
84a] for ®®Ni target and from [Saic 87] for ^^°Sn target. The assumption is that the 
alpha and triton particles have approximately y  and j  the energy of the incident 
^Li, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the inpu t cluster—targets optical potentials used in the 
single folding model calculations. We have neglected the triton-target spin-orbit force 
from the inpu t potentials since recent studies [NiS 84a] have shown it to have m inor 
effect on the vector analyzing power in comparison with dynam ical spin-dependent force 
due to the coupling of the inelastic channels.
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3 .3  T h e  c o u p led  ch a n n e l m e th o d
In general, the total wave-function R) for definite to tal angular momentum J
(tt being the parity) should allow for the projectile to get excited^. Therefore, the total 
system wave-function should be written in terms of the internal states of the
projectile as follows :
i?) =  E  Vi{R) (3-3.1)i
where % is a collective label for the quantum  numbers of the projectile +  target system. 
9 9 , (R) are wave-functions that describe the relative motion of the projectile +  target 
system with the projectile in state A'i(r), The infinite sum in Eq.(3.3.1) indicates that 
it includes bound, transfer and re-arrangem ent states. However, in a realistic model
the sum should be truncated to perhaps 2 or 3 bound states :
(f, H) =  E  (3.3.2)t
Substituting in Eq.(3.2.8) we get :
E  [Sm -  h (f) - T { R ) -  y(f,R)] <pi(R) = 0 , (3.3.3)
where H ( f R )  — h (f) +  T { R )  +  V{f^R.) has been assumed. T { R )  and V { f , R )  are 
the kinetic energy and model interaction in the channel i corresponding to the model 
wave-function defined in Eq.(3.3.2).
Taking into account the internal Schrodinger equations :
(m , (3.3.4)
where e,- are the various ^Li energy levels corresponding to the states A',(r), we write 
Eq.(3.3.3) as :
E  [Riot - t i - T  {&) -  y  (f, &)] ,pi{R) A'i(r) =  0 . (3.3.5)
^Note that we are assuming all the way that the target is spinless and docs not get excited.
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Multiplying from the left by and in tegrating over the internal coordinates f
E  I  à r x ; ( f )  [Em -  ei -  T(R) -  v y ,  Æ)] <pi{R) Xi{r) = 0 (3.3.6)
E  { 4  [Riot - e i -  T{R)] -  < A )(f) |y (f)  A)|% ,(f) > }  ipi{É) =  0  (3.3.7)
-  e,- -  T { R ) -  <  A )( f ) |y ( r ,É)\Xj(f)  >] ipi(È) = (3.3.8)
E  <  Xj{f) \V(r ,Ë)\Xi{f )  > ,pi{Ê),
where we have used the orthogonality condition imposed on :
J  d r % ;(f) X i(f)  = Sij . (3.3.9)
Eqs.(3.3.8) are known as the coupled equations and solving them  is an exact method 
of calculating the non-elastic events allowed by Eq.(3.3.2). The number of coupled 
equations depends on the number of nuclear states taken in  the sum Eq.(3.3.2) and on 
the spins and parities of these states [SAt 83].
The coupling m a trix elements <  A’j ( r ) |y ( r ,  >  depends on the projectile-target
relative position vector R. In this work we are interested in a tw o-state model ( i , j  = 
1 , 2 ), see Fig 3.3, then Eqs.(3.3.8) can be w ritten as :
[Etot - e i -  T ( R ) -  <  X^\V{r,R)\Xi >] cp,(R) =  <  Xi\V(?,R)\X2 >  tp^{R)
(3.3.10)
[Btat-e2-T(R)-<X2\Vi?,R)\X2>] MR) = < X2\vy,R)\Xi > MR) ,
In the Distorted Waves (DW) approximation to the coupled channel calculations the 
am plitudes Aji for scattering from state  i into state  j  are calculated in the first order
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in the coupling m atrix elements <  i |y  |j > . This means solving the coupled equations 
to the first order in the coupling po tential :
A i = <  R ) \ F H R )  Xi{f) > , (3.3.11)
where <p,- *(5 ) and <p^ ' \ R )  are solutions to the homogeneous equations associated with 
Eq.(3.3.8) [S a t 83,P.91] :
[ ( ^ «  -  %) -  T - (R ) -  < % {(F)|y(f,Â )|Æ ,(f) >] y (+ '(^ )  =  0 ,
(3.3.12)
[(B,oi -  ej) -  T : { R ) -  < X i{ r ) \V \r ,R ) \X i ( r )  >] g - \ R )  =  0 ,
where and \ R )  are the distorted waves th a t describe the elastic scatter-
ing caused by the diagonal in teractions <  Ai\V-{f,R)\Ai > and <  X j\V ( f^R )\A j  > , 
respectively.
3 / 2
Figure 3.3: Low-lying states of 'Li nucleus.
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3 .4  T h e  co u p led  rad ia l eq u a tio n s
The to tal wave-function for definite incoming spin I  with projection m  and
asym ptotic k can be expanded as [SAT 83] :
^ - ( r ,  R) = i f  E  ^ F A r ,  r )  (3 .4 .1)
^ L M l J M j L 'P  ^
where L  and L' are the incoming and outgoing orbital angular mom enta, respectively. 
The conserved to ta l angular momentum is given by J  =  T +  /  =  T' +  P . In Eq.(3.4.1), 
I  is the projectile spin in the incident channel, F  refers to the possible projectile spins 
in  the exit channels.
The spin-angle functions are given by :
=  E  m' VA .,7-m'(r,<r) W ^ - ( ^ )  (3.4.2)
where I  = £ F  s is the projectile spin. A'^s,/(r, a) is the core plus single particle bound 
state  ( a  4- t) wave function denoted earlier by for simplicity. The factor is
introduced so th a t the time reversal condition reads :
0  R)  =  R).
The function E lip  Lj{k ,R)  is the radial part of the to tal wave-function ^ ( r ,R )  with 
the asym p to tic behaviour as J? 00 :
A^'/M,/(fc, JJ) «  5 «""(4)^  [nUkR)SL>LSi'i -  Hu{k'R)] (3.4.3)
with (Tpi being the Coulomb phase shift defined as :
aj^i = arg T{L  +  1 +  irji) . (3.4.4)
In Eq.(3.4.3) 7ip{kR) and 7ii,i{k'R) are the incoming and outgoing Coulomb waves, v 
and V are the velocities in the entrance and exit channels, respectively.
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Substituting Eq.(3.4.1) in  the Schrodinger equation and repeating similar procedure 
to tha t followed in  the previous section a set of coupled radial equations is obtained for 
each value of J  :
d R i  "  R i ”  (3.4.5)
Note th a t even in the case of few nuclear states included in the coupled channel model, 
section 3.3, the partial wave expansion (i.e. the sum over L') can generate large number 
of coupled radial equations without violating parity selection rules and to ta l angular 
m omentum conservation. We will come back to the coupled radial equations and their 
properties in the next chapter when discussing the diagonalization of the coupled radial 
equations in the context of tidal symmetry.
We point out finally th a t there are various ways of coupling angular m om enta to 
form to ta l angular momentum J .  The coupling order used in  the partia l wave expansion 
(3.4.1) is known as the (LT)J  coupling where I  -th e  channel spin- is the result of 
coupling the two intrinsic spins of the interacting nuclei. As a result the channel spin 
representation of coupled channel equations is obtained in Eq.(3.4.5). This and other 
coupling schemes and their corresponding representations of the coupled channels are 
discussed by [S a t  83]. A recent review of the state of heavy ion coupled channel method 
in nuclear reactions calculations has been given by [T h o  90].
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3 .5  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  ca lcu la tio n s
In tegration  techn iq ue
The coupled radial channel equations Eqs.(3.4.5) can be solved numerically using various 
techniques of in tegration depending on the type of interactions V  involved (see [TOL 
87 ,R oh  80] for example). We use the computer code F r e s c o  [T ho 8 8 ] where the 
modified Numerov method is used. Tills method and other methods of integrating 
the second-order differential coupled equations have been discussed by [R a y  72]. For
completeness we give here a reminder of the modified Numerov algorithm used for
solving a single equation of the N second-order differential coupled radial equations :
M R )  =  E  V M R )  M R )  .  (3.5.1)
The technique is of iteration na ture in which given the values of the function (  two
radial points, say R  and R  — h one works out its value at R  +  /i using :
((72 +  /,) =  2((R ) -  C(R -  / )^ +  %t(R),
where
u(R )  = V (R ) + ^  V \ R ) H R )  ■ (3.5.2)
The function f ( R  +  h) is related to C {RF h) as follows :
f { R  + h) = ({R  +  h) +  . (3.5.3)
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S catter in g am p litud es
The scattering amplitudes consist of Coulomb amplitudes plus a series of nuclear am­
plitudes associated with the partial waves L' [T h o  8 8 ] :
A p m ' , l m { 0 )  — 6 i p  6 m m > f c { ^ )  +  ^ P m ' J m  ""%COS ,
L>
where /c(^) is the Rutherford am plitude for Coulomb scattering given by :
- i n l n ( s i v ? \ )
with k being the wave number given by :
where v is the incident velocity and
,  =  (3.5.6)
is the Sommerfeld param eter.
P£1 “"^(cos^) are the usual Legendre polynomials and A j / ^ / i n c l u d e s  the appro­
priate Clebsch-G or dan angular momentum coefficients, phase shifts and S-m a trix  ele­
ments.
One poin t of special concern when solving coupled radial equations for long range in ter­
actions is the matching radius of the solution of the equations to the boundary condition 
solution assumed beyond the interaction region. The sum over partia l waves L' (up to 
several hundreds in the case of long range interactions) is very im portant. W hen not 
enough partial waves are included scattering amplitudes at forward scattering angles, 
most sensitive to high partial waves, are not reliable. A semi-classical estim ate of the
lowest reliable angle for a particular angular momentum can be arrived at using :
Lmax = V (* a n (^ ^ ))~ ^  , (3.5.7)
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3 .6  S p in -d e p e n d e n t  in te r a c t io n s
As pointed out in the introduction to this thesis, the complexity of nucleus-nucleus 
interaction depends on the nuclear spin. The higher the projectile (target) spin is the 
more spin-dependent interactions can come into play. For s p in - | projectile scattered 
from a spinless target, for example, the simplest (and only) form of spin-dependent 
interaction is the spin-orbit interaction where L  is the orbital angular momentum of 
the projectile relative to the target. For spin-1 it has been shown th a t in addition to the 
(rank - 1  tensor) spin-orbit interaction A • 1 , three types of rank - 2  tensor spin-dependent 
interactions namely Tp,Tp, and Tp are possible [S a t 60], see Eqs.(1.1.1). Theories 
have been proposed [Nis 84b,JOH 83] in  order to understand the qualitative features 
of the analyzing powers with regards to competing contributions from different parts 
of the tensor interaction. To the first approximation, vector, rank - 2  and rank—3 tensor 
analyzing powers are sensitive to the spin-orbit, rank-2, rank-3 tensor interactions, 
respectively.
The single folding model of s p in - | ^Li generates spin-orbit L  • J , rank-2 % -ty p e  
and rank-3 tensor interactions. However, L  • I  and T3  interactions are weak and have 
negligible effect on the vector analyzing power iT n .  The large deformation of ^Li in 
its ground state (large quadrupole moment) gives rise to a dominant rank - 2  Tp  tensor 
in teraction whose second order effects con tribute significantly to  elastic iT n .  Experi­
mental values (up to -  0.1) for the ’’Li elastic iT u  were observed [TUN 81] and these 
are much larger than  those obtained in the single folding model calculations where a 
rank—2 T^-type tensor in teraction is included. This discrepancy necessitates coupled 
channel calculations described in section 3.3 in which the effects of the coupling to ^Li 
excited states are taken into consideration.
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Figure 3.4: Elastic vector analyzing power for ^Li scattering from ®®Ni a t 20,3 MeV. 
Details of the calculations are explained within the text (taken from [JOH 85]).
It has been shown that 1-channel folding model calculations without re-orientation 
{ie. no Tji type rank - 2  tensor force) yield very small positive values for iT n  (do tted 
line in  Fig. 3.4). Allowing for second order re-orientation effects, the calculations gave 
negative values but did not produce a good fit (dashed-dotted line). It was possible to 
reproduce the data by including channel coupling effects in m ulti-channel calculations 
no tably the 2-channel calculations (solid line) where it has been shown [JOH 83,JOH 85] 
th a t iT n  is enhanced by a factor of 2.5 as a result of additional (2-step) spin-orbit force 
due to 'Li excitation (see Fig. 3.5). An explanation of this significant enhancement due 
to the coupling to ~ excited state of ^Li was given by [JoH 83] in terms of the so-called 
effective spin-orbit interaction. The dashed line indicates 4-channel calculations with 
ground state  re-orientation. Effects due to the inclusion of other excited states of ^Li 
namely ~ and |  on the vector and tensor analyzing powers have also been studied by 
[O hn 84 ,S a k  87]. Similar arguments are valid for the ®Li case but with opposite sign 
for iTn-
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Figure 3.5: A schematic representation of the effective spin-dependent interaction.
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4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
The existence of a symmetry for a classical or a quantum -m echanical system is very 
significant in terms of simplifications it provides. In nuclear physics, where the m a th­
ematical tools of quan tum  mechanics are valid, space-time symmetries correspond to 
invariances, say, with respect to axis-ro tations (angular momentum conservation), tim e- 
reversal and reflections^(parity conservation), see for example [SAT 83 P .316].
However, there could exist physical symmetries due to the assumed intrinsic struc­
ture of the underlying interaction, so that some invariances might occur [B ri 6 8 ]. 
W ith this in mind the recently introduced tidal symmetry in heavy-ion collisions [GOM 
8 6 ,Gom 8 8 ] could be attribu ted to the second category where a m om entum-independent 
Hamiltonian for the nucleus-nucleus collision is invariant under ro tations of either nu­
cleus abou t the vector connecting them . This invariance, referred to as tidal spin in­
variance, is acliieved by assuming a m om entum -independent (e^'. no spin-orbit force)
nucleus-nucleus interaction and treating the m om entum -dependent centrifugal barrier 
f 2  .approximately. The conserved quan tity  in tidal symmetry is the projection of the 
spin along the vector connecting the two interacting nuclei which will be referred to as 
the tidal spin eigenvalue. In the single folding model for 'L i, the projectile-target in­
teraction is split into triton-ta rget and alpha-target interactions bo th of which exclude 
m om entum -dependent terms such as spin-orbit force in the triton case.
Tidal symmetry has significant implications for the scattering amplitudes and con­
sequently for the reaction observables ie. cross section and tensor analyzing powers. 
These implications are expressed most simply when observables are referred to a coor­
dinate system in which the Z-axis is along the recoil direction and the Y-axis, as in 
the (MCS), is normal to the scattering plane. Such a coordinate system will be called
^Except for reflections, these invariances are encountered in classical mechanics as well [JoA 83 P. 
429].
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the Recoil coordinate system (RCS) and a superscript R  will be placed on all quantities 
referred to it.
Tidal symmetry has been tested for various scattering systems at different incident 
energies [GoM 88 , O t t  88 , K a r  88 , C h o  89 , S a k  8 9 a , S a k  89b  K a r  90]. W ith 
the exception of a recent study [Sak  89a ]. Coulomb excitation has been ignored. In 
this chap ter, a  brief review of the main features of the symmetry is given. We then test 
the tidal symmetry predictions for the scattering of ^Li from spinless targets, namely 
®®Ni and ^^°Sn, a t energies near the Coulomb barrier. The centrifugal barrier is treated 
exactly and hence violations from these predictions are expected in  the forward scatter­
ing region where the centrifugal barrier is most im portant. One-channel cluster folding 
model calculations with ground state nuclear (and Coulomb) re-orientation are per­
formed using the code F r e s c o . Numerical calculations are done on an IBM computer 
at Rutherford & Appleton Laboratory, UK. In the last section of this chap ter, we present 
a scattering amplitude analysis aimed a t describing tidal symmetry violations.
4 .2  T id a l sy m m e tr y  fo rm u la tio n
4 .2 .1  T id a l  sp in  re p re s e n ta t io n
Assuming an inert target, the nucleus-nucleus collision is described by the Schrodinger 
equation of the form :
Ë .
2 /i i d l i ï  - ER  dR^ I R? +  V(e, R)  +  h{e) ) R ) = E  $ (e , Ê), (4.2.1)
where h{e) denotes the internal Hamiltonian of the projectile w ith e representing its 
internal degrees of freedom and R  is the nucleus-nucleus separation. The nucleus- 
nucleus interaction is denoted by Y{e ,R ) .
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W ave-functions of the incoming and outgoing reaction channels can be represented 
using any complete set of angular momentum quan tum  operators and projections. We 
have presented in  chapter 3 one such representation of the to tal wave-function 
namely the channel spin representation jL I J M j  >  where L  is the orbital angular mo­
mentum  abou t the target, I  is the channel (projectile in our case) spin and J  is the 
to tal angular m omentum with projection M j  along a quantization axis. Both J  and 
M j  are conserved quan tum  numbers.
We showed in sections 3.3 and 3.4 tha t the exact m ethod of calculating nuclear 
reaction rates is by solving a set of coupled radial equations of the form^ :
(4.2.2)
The big advantage of the channel spin representation is the fact th a t angular mo­
m entum  and hence the kinetic energy operators are diagonal in L. However, the 
nuclear coupling potentials Vb'j',Lj(-K) are not. We point out th a t the code FRESCO 
defines the wave-function in the asymmetric representation where the projec­
tile spin Ip  is first coupled to the orbital angular momentum L  before their resultant is 
coupled to the target spin îp  to form the to tal angular momentum J .  Our choice of a 
spinless target {Ip  =  0 ) makes this and the representation used above identical.
^Our choice for the notation of the matrix elements is the most common =< L"I'^\V\L'V >.
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Figure 4.1: Simple diagram shows the definition of the tidal spin operator.
We now turn to the “tidal spin” representation [GOM 8 8 ] denoted by \ I K J M j  > 
where / ,  J  and M j  are as before but ÜT, called the tidal spin eigenvalue, is the projection 
of the projectile spin along the vector R  connecting the two interacting nuclei, see 
Fig.4.1.
P \ I K J M j  > 
J3 \IK JM ]  >  
P\IK JMj  > 
I .R\IKJMj >
J { J  + l ) \ I K J M j  > , 
M j \ I K J M j  > ,
I { I  + l ) \ I K J M j  > , 
K \ I K J M j  > .
(4.2.3)
(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)
(4.2.6)
Unlike the case of the channel spin representation, the angular momentum operator 
is no t diagonal in the tidal spin representation. I t couples eigenvalues w ith different 
K  [Gom 8 8 ] :
(4.2.7)
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where
KflJ^K>,K ( J( J  + 1 )  +  J(J + 1 )  -  2K^ ) Sk.k-+ (4.2.8)
-  { [ / ( /  +  1) -  K K ']  [J{J  +  1) -  K K ']}^  ijc±i,K' . 
By extracting a term  which is diagonal in ÜT, Eq.(4.2.7) can be w ritten as :
(4.2.9)
Note th a t in the above expression L  is just an arbitrary number. For convenience, 
is labeled the non-isocentrifugal potential.
The coupled radial equations in  the tidal spin representation have the form [GOM 
88]:
" d" L{L  +  1 )
2fi + k
12 H kjoKo(R)  + T , V r À R )
I
with
+  E  ^  D'k I k {R) y^l^K'AKo(R) =  0 (4-2.10)
H h o K o iR )  ^  [HUkoR)SvroSia<, -  <Sj(i,7 „K„H£(fei?)] . (4.2.11)
The coupled equations Eq.(4.2.10) indicate th a t, in tidal spin representation, the cou­
pling po tential is split into two; Vp j{R)  which conserves tidal spin eigenvalue (ie. di­
agonal in ÜC) and which does not.
Exact tidal symmetry is obtained when the non-isocentrifugal potential DKtj^(R) 
is ignored so tha t the coupled radial equations Eq.(4.2.10) are approximated by :
oP +  +  =  o (&2.12)
2 /z d i ? 2 i î 2
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which are diagonal in tidal spin eigenvalue K .
The boundary condition satisfied by for Ü h-f oo reads :
^  [ni(koR)Srt„ -  SpJl-H[,(kR)] . (4.2.13)
Using the so-called iso-centrifugal approximation (IGA), where the average^ of the 
incoming and outgoing barriers is taken for L
L  =  (4.2.14)
the relation between of Eq.(4.2.12) and S[,p pj of Eq.(3.4.3) is especially simple 
and given by [Gom 8 8 ] :
= X (4.2.15)
Y ,  < L ' I ' J \ I 'K J  > < I K J \ L I J  >  Sj'/} .
IC
The possible values for K  depend on the spin and in the case of a s p in - | nucleus j
scattered from spinless target, K  =  ± | , ± | .  The coefficients inside the summation are
< L ' I ' J \ I 'K J  ^  C ^ ' /  , i  , (4.2.16)
f
< I K J \ L I J  > =  ( - i ) - ^  J  ^  jf . (4.2.17)
It has been shown [GOM 88] th a t w ith the choice of the iso-centrifugal approx­
im ation for L,  Eq.(4.2.14), first order corrections to the S-m a trix  in the tidal spin
representation, due to the neglect of the non-isocentrifugal po tential jDj/ / are
minimized
~  +  negligible term s . (4.2.18)
®with the assumption 1«
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Alternative approximations for L  suck as L  = L^L' or J  have been shown [GoM 8 8 ] 
not to be useful in the sense th a t they violate symmetry requirements and do not yield 
simple expressions for the scattering amplitudes, Eq.(4.2.19).
4 .2 .2  S c a t te r in g  a m p li tu d e s
Using ICA and asymptotic properties of spherical harmonics of large ranks and not very 
small angles, the scattering amplitude can be approximated by [GOM 8 8 ] :
^  X) ? (4.2.19)
K
where is the scattering am plitude for a given tidal spin eigenvalue K . V  is the
usual ro tation m atrix. The recoil direction is denoted by H and given by :
Ù — ko — ki . (4.2.20)
where and ko are the asymptotic incoming and outgoing momenta, respectively.
If the scattering amplitudes are referred to (RCS) then H =  (0 , 0 , 0 ) and :
R Arm'Jrni^) = ^mm> • (4.2.21)
ie. the scattering amplitudes are diagonal in tidal spin eigenvalue K  in the Recoil 
Coordinate System (RCS).
4 .2 .3  C ro ss  se c tio n  a n d  te n s o r  a n a ly z in g  p o w e rs
In  the tidal symmetry model, the unpolarized cross section for transition from state I  
into state  T  is given in terms of cross sections for definite tidal spin eigenvalue crpj{0) :
=  2 J ^  E  ‘' r M  . (4-2.22)
with
~  • (4.2.23)
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For example, for a s p in - | nucleus, the tidal symmetry predicts for the elastic cross 
section'^ :
<r'‘‘(T S) = g . (4.2.24)
We now derive the tidal symmetry predictions for tensor analyzing powers for scat­
tering from state I  into state I '  starting from their Madison definition in term s of 
scattering amplitudes :
y  (g) ^  E m  <  ^ '" ^ 1  >  (4.2.25)
=  > <  Im'\TQg{I)\lTn" ><  Jm " |.4 t|R m  >  ^
Y^mm' <  T r n \A \I m ' > <  >
In the tidal symmetry model, the scattering am plitudes are approximated in the ICA
by [Gom  88] :
<  I'm |.A |Im ' > =  Æ'm,rm'(%, t )  ^  E  (4.2.27)
K>
Substitution in Eq.(4.2.26) yields :
E  X T q , { B )  =  (4.2.28)
K'
K'K>' m>m" rn
Performing the sum over m  and taking into account Eq.(4.2.23) :
X = 0 X ^ p , l  X^ % m' (”)’K' K' m'm'* i"-K'
K' m'm"
= <x~^ .
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E  f U u - ' - r o m v L'k ^
Q Î  E  i ,  ?  < ( n )
— 0  X  <^/',/(^) ' % I'C'^qoi^)I<>
Finally, the tidal symmetry expression for the tensor analyzing powers :
ToA9) =  ê  V ÿ m  (4.2.29)
4 .2 .4  P re d ic t io n s  fo r te n s o r  a n a ly z in g  p o w e rs
It is clear from expression Eq.(4,2.29) th a t tidal symmetry predictions for tensor ana­
lyzing powers vary with the choice of the coordinate system. Referring Eq.(4.2.29) to
(TCS) ie. choosing the Z-axis to be along the normal to the scattering plane, then the
transverse rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers from Eq.(4.2.29) with Û =  (0, 0) are given
by :
^ T A T S )  =  - 2 |  , (4.2.30)
^T2i {TS)  =  0 ,  (4.2.31)
-T ,,(T 5 )  =  (4.2.32)VO Zv/%'
They satisfy a set of relations equivalent to turning point model relations Eqs.(1.1.3) 
for the (HJCS) tensor analyzing powers for Tr  type tensor interaction.
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In the case of a sp in - | nucleus, one has for the elastic {1 = 1' = | )  scattering rank-2 
tensor analyzing powers :
 ^ •
^TlKrS') =  0 , (4.2.33)
< rH e)-(r i{e)
'  -  V 8  <rt(e) +  <ri(0 ) '
The tidal symmetry predictions for the inelastic |~  t—k 1“ transverse tensor analyzing
powers are ob tained from Eqs.(4.2 .3 3 ) by setting cr^{d) = 0  :
1
^T jr% T S) =  0 ,  (4.2.34)
Tn i inel /q - i  ç \  ___I 22 {1 '
However, when Eq.(4.2.29) is referred to the Madison coordinate system (MGS) 
where the Z-axis is along the incoming asym%)totic momentum ki and the Y-axis along 
the normal to the reaction plane, we have Ü =  ( 0 , Ç +  7 , 0 ), then :
^ g ? ( 0 , - + - ,0 )  =  ^ ^ 9 ( 9  + 2 ’^ )-  (4.2.35)
By direct substitution of Eq.(4.2.35) in Eq.(4.2.29) it can be shown tha t rank-2 tensor
analyzing powers '^^T2g{q — 0 , 1 , 2 ) satisfy the shape effect relations :
2  ’
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’^ T2o{6) =  - i ( l - 3 c o s e ) ^ T 2 o ( « )  ,
"T 2 i {$) =  sing , (4.2.36)
'^T22{e) = - ^ ( i  + cose)'^T2o{e).
The significaiice of the above derivation of the shape effect relations for rank - 2  tensor 
analyzing powers lies in the fact that no perturbation treatm ent is involved and hence, 
in  contrast to the original understanding [MOR 82,TUN 79], the shape effect relations 
are expected to hold for strong coupHiigs as well as weak ones.
We have shown that Eqs.(4.2.36), known as the shape effect relations, are in fact 
tidal symmetry predictions for rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers in the (MCS). More 
interesting (and indeed simple) are the tidal symmetry predictions^ for tensor analyzing 
powers in the Recoil Coordinate System (RCS) where Ù =  (0,0,0). One predicts, for 
bo th elastic and inelastic rank-Q  tensor analyzing powers :
'^Tq,(0) =  0 for q ^ O  even Q . (4.2.37)
This conclusion is obvious from the definition of the si^herical harmonics Tq^(0, 0).
In the (RCS) the shape effect relations, Eq.(4.2.36), thus take the simple form® ;
"T 2 , ( 0 ) ='* % (g )  =  0 and *T 2 o(0 ) /  0 .  (4.2.38)
"^Predictions for T 2g{6 ) in the A-coordinate system (ACS) are discussed in the last chapter of this
thesis where Coulomb excitation of 'Li is considered.
5
^Tioie) = -2^T2o{e) = - 2 T2 0 .
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The (RCS) raiik - 2  tensor analyzing powers are obtained from the (MCS) using the 
following transformation :
 ^ i ( 3  —cos^) — i  siii^ ^ ( 1  +  cos^)'^< ' ' î ' 2 2  )
“
' ' î ' 2 0  }
2 COS
'^322 \
' 'T 2 1 . (4.2.39)
V ^  ^  ^ i  ( 1  — ^ <^OS 0) y
In addition to Eqs,(4.2.38), tidal symmetry predicts for odd-rank tensor analyzing pow­
ers, abou t which the shape effect model [TUN 79] gives no clue.
Yqç(0) = 0  for odd Q . (4.2.40)
We shall refer to the combination of Eq.(4.2.38) and Eq.(4.2.40) as the “extended” shape 
effect relations.
It is worth pointing ou t th a t conclusion (4.2.40) is partly  obtained in the general 
theory of polarization [S a t 83] whereby, if parity and angular momentum are con­
served and if observables are referred to a coordinate system w ith the Y-axis normal 
to the scattering plane, TQq(6) are pure real for even Q and pure imaginary for odd Q 
Eq.(2.3.9). Prom the Hermiticity condition
(4.2.41)
Then
Tqo(^) =  0  for odd Q . (4.2.42)
Indeed, Eq.(4.2.42) can be generalized to the case where q ^  0 if there exists a direction 
in the scattering plane along which the spin projection is conserved. This is the recoil 
direction Ù in the context of tidal symmetry.
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Deviations from tidal symmetry predictions have two possible origins. Firstly, any 
m om entum -dependent interaction such as the spin-orbit force L  ■ I  or rank-2 tensor 
interactions Tp and Tp. Secondly, im portant corrections to the iso-centrifugal approx­
imation [JOH 89]. In o ther words, violations of tidal symmetry are due to po tential 
or kinetic energy term s. In  this work, we study the importance of the kinetic term s 
in the light of the exact treatm ent of the centrifugal barrier. Assuming a tidal spin 
conserving interaction, the degree to which the “extended” shape effect relations are 
satisfied depends entirely on the validity of the ICA. We show in chapter 5 th a t for 
long range Coulomb in teractions, the ICA is not very useful approximation due to the 
non-localization of the Coulomb interactions.
4 .2 .5  T id a l  s y m m e try  c a lc u la tio n  o f  n u c le a r  co u p lin g
We poin ted out earlier th a t after neglecting the non-isocentrifugal po tential the coupled 
radial equations become diagonal in K .  We give here one m ethod in which the nuclear 
coupling m a trix  elements
= <  r  > ,  (4.2.43)
are evaluated directly using tidal spin basis. In Appendix-C we give a second indirect 
m ethod where the” nuclear coupling m a trix elements are evaluated first in the channel 
spin basis \L I J M j  > followed by a transform ation into the tidal spin basis \ I K J M j  > .
The p rojectile-target interaction, taken as the sum of the optical potentials between 
each cluster and the target,
. F (f, R) =  F ,(f, R )  +  K(f, R )  (4.2.44)
is expanded in a multipole series as [BR I 6 8 ] :
V{f',R) =  4ir E  U(r,37) U / f )  (4.2.45)
A/i
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=  4 7 rE (iA (^ )« V 'A (r ,iî))  (4.2.46)
“  4w 3oo(AA) , (4.2.47)
A
where the multipoles are :
^A(r, J7) =  i  du Px(u) [y„(r, R )  +  F(f", &)] , (4.2.48)
and u is the cosine of the angle between f  and R  and the factor 4 7 T is chosen for
convenience.
The tidal spin basis \ I K J M j , R  > is defined as [GOM 8 8 ] :
J fir,2iT
\ I K J M j , R > = - =  dS iV 'JK(R) \ IK(R)>.  (4.2.49)VdTT J0,a
where U stands for the two Euler angles {ct,f3) th a t specify the ro tation imposed on a 
coordinate system th a t will align the Z-axis along the direction of R.  The th ird Euler 
angle 7  is arbitrary. The state >  is characterized by spin I  w ith projection K
(tidal spin eigenvalue) along R  . Assuming a local interaction^ V (r, R)  :
<  r K 'J 'M j> ,R ! \V {T ^ ,R ) \IK J M j,R > =  (4.2.50)
=  ^  àa ir^,K{ü) < i'K'{R')\v{r, r )\i k {r ) >
Substituting the multipole expansion of Eq.(4.2.45) for V { f ,R )  yields :
=  ÿ -  < i 'K ' ( R ' ) \ i ’^ T , y U R )  v U y . R ) \ m R )  >
Referring the spherical harmonics Y^J^R) to a coordinate system with the Z-axis along 
R  :
=  ^  K M ^ )  < I 'K '(R ') \ i ‘^ Y :  n*o(00) Vxo{?,R)\IK{R) >
^The factors ^^^3^   ^ 6 (0  — O') are omitted from the expressions for clarity.
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Applying the W igner-Eckart theorem gives :
A
Using the orthogonality relation for the R otation matrices :
f>27r,7r
J  J ' f  dOi R — 4 ^  ^JJ' ^MjMji ^k k ' t (4.2.51)
one obtains :
V i i k ' J ' M ’j ,i k j M j { R )  =  S j p  S k k » V d l r  X  ^  o j c  <  - ^ 1 I ^ A ( ^ j R ) | | - f  >A
=  Sjjt Sm jMj, ^k k ' V?,i {R) (4.2.52)
Eq.(4.2.52) says is tha t the coupling po tential can be replaced, in the tidal symmetry, 
by a modified central po tential depending on the tidal spin eigenvalue K .  In the case
of elastic scattering J  =  J ' =  | ,  the potential Vi^z{R) for definite tidal spin eigenvalue
i f  is a linear combination® of the monopole Vo and quadrupole V2 interactions :
y h ( i î )  =  \ Æ  (F 0  +  F2 ) , for (4.2.53)
2 » 2  A
v h { R )  = \ ^  {V0 - V 2 ) , for X = i .  (4.2.54)
2»2  A
where Vx =<  | |lT ^ ( r ,R ) |l | >  for A =  0 ,2  w ith the multipoles Vx{r,R) as defined by 
Eq.(4.2.48).
In our calculations no spin-orbit force is taken into account and hence the general 
form of the interaction is :
Uo + Tr V2. (4.2.55)
®The weighting factors obtained from expression Eq.(4.2.52) differ from those of [GoM 88] by a factor 
of I  =  2. This is due to our choice of [Bri 68] definition of the reduced matrix elements rather than that 
of [Edm 60].
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It is easily seen tha t the weighting factors of the quadrupole coupling (tensor in ter­
action) 4 - 1  and -1 in Eq,(4.2.53) and Eq.(4.2.54) can be obtained simply by replacing 
the tidal spin eigenvalues {I  ' R  = K  =  |  and | )  in the expression for the Tr  tensor 
in teraction :
=  + (4.2.56)
4 ,3  N u c lea r  iso —ce n tr ifu g a l p a ra m eter
We show in Appendix-C tha t the coupHng m a trix elements in the channel spin repre­
sentation Vp,p pj{R) can be w ritten as :
y é i ' , u ( R )  =  P  2 )-).'+::^ +^ '+^ '^+' X (4.3.1)
X J2x'W{LL'ir-,x'j)cèoV <r\\Vx,(r,R)\\i> .A'
Eq.(4.2.52) can be w ritten as :
v / y R )  =  V 4 R P { - y - ‘'  E  ci- V o  < j ' i i w , i î ) i i / >  .A
Multiplying bo th sides by Cj -^ and sununiiig over K  gives ;
E  c i  V o  =  Æ  Î ' E  c i  A  0 c i  V o  < I'||Vx(r-,K)||J > .(4.3.2)
XK
Performing the sum over K  on the right hand side of Eq.(4.3.2) gives :
E  ( - V '  c i  P / o V , U R )  =  Æ  I ' E  hx' <  /'||FA(r,iî)||/ > (4.3.3)K A
where we have used the orthogonality relation of the Cleb s ch-G or dan coefficients. 
Thus, one has for the reduced m a trix elements :
< /'||FA'(r, JÎ)||I > =  - ^  i  E  C i £ i 0^ V,AR) (4.3.4)V47r r  K
K
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Substituting the reduced m atrix elements of Eq.(4.3.4) in Eq.(4.3.1), gives the nuclear 
coupling m a trix elements in the channel spin representation Vptp^pj[{R) in terms of the 
coupling elements in the tidal spin representation Vp j{R)  as follows :
V h . ,u { R )  =  L  E  V,‘fj{R )  XK
X E  À' W {LL'U '-,X 'J) Cè o^'o^' C i  V oA'
= L  E V / f j { R )  X
K
'  L  X' L' \ ( I  T  A'0 0 0 M if -if 0X W{LL'II'-, X'J) f
=  L  L' ( _ ) 2 w r + / ' + i ' - t  ^  V l f j { R )  X
K
^ T x A - r - ^ ^ ’^W {L IL 'I '- ,JX ')  (o 5 ï )  i  0
The sum over X' is a contraction relation of two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and a 
Racah coefficient [B ri 6 8 ,P. 141], then :
(s i  i )  ( i  Î i )  ■
In  term s of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients we have :
E  c i  V  0  c i  i / o  V l ^ R )  ■ (4.3.5)
K
The change in the transition m atrix elements due to the coupling po tential Vp,p pj{R) 
is given by the radial integral :
J  dR  P i .(R )  V £ ,,,^ [ ,i { R )  P l { R )  . (4.3.6)
Substituting Vpip pj{R) gives :
( - )" ( '+ '')  E  c i  i . / o C i  L / ' o  /  d R P L '{ R ) V , A R ) ^ L i R )  (4 .3 .7 )K
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In  the context of tidal symmetry, the iso-centrifugal approxim ation (ICA) replaces L  
and L' by their average L  in the radial in tegral of (4.3.7), ie. :
^  g,! J_^L  ^ ( . r  L'  ^ r V j A R )  :R l{R ) ■ (4.3.8)
K  ' '
The validity of the ICA is, thus, determined by how close the radial integral in (4.3.8) 
is to th a t in (4.3.7). To that effect, the iso-centrifugal param eter :
J  dR T i{ R )  V£fj{R) P l (R) 
J d R P L '(R )V ,¥ j (R )r L { R ) (4.3.9)
clearly form a good criterion for the validity of ICA and consequently the fulfillment of 
the extended shape effect relations.
For short range nuclear forces, it has been shown [ O t t  8 8 ] th a t contributions to the 
above integrals come only from radii in the region of strong absorp tion radius. Hence, 
Eq.(4.3.9) can be reduced to :
:F}^(R) .Tï(R)= 1 -
Er
(4.3.10)
Numerical values for were plo tted in a diagram of % against - j ^  and are 
shown in  Fig.4.2. The border between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer scattering pa tterns 
for ? 7  =  6  is indicated by the dashed line. Various scattering systems are represented 
by a (•) . Note th a t the smaller the values of the b e tte r the agreement between 
Eq.(4.3.7) and Eq.(4.3.8). We shall show later tha t, according to our adiabatic WKB 
(W entzel-Kramers-Brillouin) calculations, this condition (d  <C 1) for the validity of 
the ICA and consequently the satisfaction of the extended shape effect relations is 
insufficient for the pure Coulomb excitation. This is due to  the dong range nature 
of Coulomb interactions (especially the quadrupole interaction) in comparison to the 
localized nuclear interactions.
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Figtire 4.2: The nuclear iso-centrifugal param eter for a number of scattering sys­
tem s (Taken from [O t t  8 8 ]) ,
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4 .4  C a lcu la tio n s  o f  t id a l s y m m e tr y  b rea k in g
4 .4 .1  F resco  tw o -c h a n n e l c a lc u la tio n s
We liave performed two-channel single folding model calculations using the computer 
code F r e s c o  for two scattering systems, 'L i +  ®®Ni at 20.3 MeV and ^Li ^^°Sn 
at 44 MeV- Inpu t parameters were presented in chap ter 3. Results of the two-channel 
calculations for rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers for the two scattering systems are shown 
in Fig.4.3 and Fig.4.4 and describe the data  well.
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0.60.6
0.3
0.4
- 0.30.2
1-9.
0.0
- 0.9
0.4
0.3
0.2
0 .6 -
0.4
0.2
0.0
0 .0 -
© 0c.m.
Figure 4.3: Two-channel single folding model calculations of rank - 2  tensor analyzing 
powers for ^Li +  ^®Ni a t 20.3 MeV.
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Figure 4.4: Two-cliannel single folding model calculations of rank — 2  tensor analyzing 
powers for ^Li -f ^^^n  a t 44 MeV. D a ta  is taken from [TUN 8 6 ].
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However, our aim  is to test the fulfillment of the tidal symmetry predictions (the
“extended” shajDe effect relations) and therefore calculations of rank - 2  tensor analyzing
powers need be referred to the (RCS) where one expects :
"T 2 o 5 ^ 0  and «T 2 1  ='* T2 2  =  0 (4.4.1)
for bo th  the elastic and inelastic case, see Fig.(4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Two-cliannel calculations of tlie inelastic (top) and elastic (bo ttom ) rank — 2  
tensor analyzing, powers in RCS for ^Li +  ^^"Sn a t 44 MeV. D a ta  points are also 
shown [T u n  8 6 ] .
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While technical difficulties are responsible for not measuring da ta  at very forward 
scattering angles, theoretical calculations for the tensor analyzing powers in the very 
forward scattering angles are dropped because of their oscillatory behaviour caused by 
not including very high partial waves in the partial wave expansion of the scattering 
amplitude. Cross sections and tensor analyzing powers are shown in Fig.(4.6 ) and 
Fig.(4.7), respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Elastic (solid line) and inelastic (do tted line) cross sections for ^Li +  ''^Ni 
a t 20.3 MeV (left) and "Li +  ^^"Sn a t 44 MeV (right). The bottom  half of the graph 
shows the ratio to Rutherford cross sections for the same reactions.
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Figure 4.7: Rank - 1  (bo ttom ) and rank-2 (top) tensor analyzing powers in the (RCS) 
for non-adiabatic scattering of 'L i from ®®Ni a t 20.3 MeV.
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4 .4 .2  A d ia b a t ic  a p p ro x im a t io n
The adiabatic calculations are essentially the same as the two-channel calculations 
except for the fact that zero excitation energy is assumed for the |  first excited state 
of ^Li. The energy sphtting of 0.478 MeV is caused by the spin-orbit force associated 
with the orbital angular momentum of the single particle (triton) relative to the core 
(a-partic le) in our model for the 'Li. Hence, The effect of the adiabatic approximation 
is mostly felt by the inelastic vector analyzing power iT u  whose magnitude is reduced 
significantly making tidal symmetry predictions better satisfied, see Fig.(4.8). No effects 
are noticed on the rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers. All the two-channel calculations 
presented la ter in this chapter and in chap ter 6  are in the adiabatic approximation.
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Figure 4.8: Rank-1 (bottom) and rank-2 (top) tensor analyzing powers in the (RCS) 
for adiabatic scattering of ^Li from ^®Ni a t 20.3 MeV.
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4 .4 .3  S c a t te r in g  a m p li tu d e  an a ly s is
We have seen from calculations presented in section 4.4.1 tha t violations to the tidal 
symmetry due to the exact treatm ent of the centrifugal barrier show up as non-vanishing 
^T 2 2  more so in the inelastic channel than in the elastic one. The scattering amplitude 
analysis presented in this section is aimed a t describing, qualitatively, these violations 
in terms of the tidal spin non-conserving amplitudes.
M atr ix  m eth od
In this m ethod, the scattering amplitudes are constructed in the form of a m atrix 
which has {21 + 1 ) columns representing possible projectile spin projections in 
the incoming channel and (2J' + 1 ) rows representing possible projectile spin projections 
in the outgoing channel.
First, consider the elastic scattering of ^Li from spinless target |~  |  • Symboli­
cally, the scattering m a trix  is represented by :
A
/  A  B  C D \
E  F  G H
H  - G  F  - E
\ - D  C - B  A  )
(4,4.2)
where A  = A^  3  3 3 , ^  — ^ 3 3  a i E  — A^  1 3 3  etc.
2  2 * 2  2  2  2 * 2  2  2  2 * 2  2
It is assumed th a t the above amplitudes are referred to the MCS with Y—axis per­
pendicular to the scattering plane so tha t parity  and angular m om entum  conservation 
impose the symmetry relations [SAT 83, P.816]
=  (—)”^  • (4.4.3)
The elastic scattering amplitude m atrix is specified by 8  complex numbers. If tim e-
reversal requirements are imposed :
{C + H ) = V Z ( A - F ) - 2 { B  + E)  co te  , (4.4.4)
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(B  -  E )  = Vd {G d- D) + 2 { €  -  H ) cote , (4.4.5)
only 6  complex numbers are needed to uniquely determine the m a trix 3 ^ .
The elastic scattering of s p in - | projectiles from spinless targets has been studied by
[C oo 82]. Using the m a trix m ethod, they give the elastic cross section as®
^/,j(^) =  ^ trace (A  .4 )^
=  i  [ | A| ^+ + i q ' *+ i i >r + + ic?i"+ i ^ r r ] . (4 .4 .6 )
Using the definition of the tensor analyzing powers
Tq,  =  i  Trace{A  Tg,(/) .4») , (4.4.7)
one derives for the rank - 1  and rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers :
o-/,/(S) i ^  I m  {V s (AB*  +  CD* +  DF* +  G B")  +  2  (DC* +  FG*)} , (4.4.8)
‘T i . iw  =  I  { m '  -  |js r  -  i c r + -  i c r + m ^ } ,
crr,/(fl) =  - ^ F e { 4 B * - C D *  +  F F * -G D * }  , (4.4.9)V 2
ai,i{e) * 'T |' ^  R e  {A C ’ +  B D ’ + E G ’ + F H ’ } ,
Rank - 3  tensor analyzing powers Tsq are not considered in this analysis for reasons stated 
earlier.
In the case of inelastic scattering | ” i-> |*~, the symbolic representation of the 
scattering m a trix  is :
=  (  j ; ,  g: f s '  A' ]
®This definition differs from that adopted by [H oc 71] by the factor
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Expressions for the inelastic tensor analyzing powers similar to Eqs.(4.4.9) can be w rit­
ten down as :
<Tr,i{e) i =  - 2  ^  Tm f B ' A ” + D' C* +  ^ C "  B'* 
=  2  { ( |4 'l"  +  |B 'p ) - ( |B 'p  +  |C 'n }  ,
Î
T ‘r ‘ = - 2  V 2  Re(A ' B'* -  C' B'* -  ^  B ' C'*)V4
<Ti,,i{0) =  2 V2 Be (4' C'* + B' B'*) ,
where the inelastic cross section critj{0) is given by :
=  2 { | 4 f  +  |B f  +  \C f  + |B f } .
The elastic and inelastic m a trix amplitudes { A ’ ” H)  and (A '• • • D') corresponds to 
spin projection transfers of 0, 1, 2 , and 3 (0 ,1 , 2  in the inelastic case). The above m a trix 
representation of the scattering m a trix  does not make it simple to distinguish between 
amplitudes with different spin projection transfers without memorizing their lay-out 
in  the corresponding m a trix Eq.(4.4.2) and Eq.(4.4.10). It is, therefore, advantageous 
to write the amplitudes in such a way th a t indicators for spin projection transfers are 
embodied in their no tation. Moreover, if one expands the spin-dependent nucleus- 
nucleus interaction as :
Qg
where Vqq are irreducible tensor operators constructed from dynamical variables other 
than  the spin I  such as position i7, linear P  and angular L  momentum vectors, then 
to the first approximation, Vqç contributes to Mqç with the same rank Q [Hoo 71]. 
In the case of spin |  particle, assuming central and rank-2 tensor T^-type interaction, 
contributions from T r  to Mag and M u  are first and second order, respectively^®.
JWsg gets contribution from rank-1 tensor (spin-orbit) interaction which is neglected in this study.
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Tensor m eth od
The scattering amplitudes can be w ritten as a tensor expansion of the form
[H oo 71,Joh  77]:
/If'mVm(g) =  E  <  I 'rn '\T lj ,\Im  > , (4.4.11)
Qq
where Tçg satisfy
< F rn 'IT g J /m  > =  Q C i  1 i .  , (4.4.12)
and the rank Q satisfies the inequality | T— <  Q <  f + T .  q indicates the spin transfer 
projection and satisfy the inequality |g| <  Q.
Substituting the m atrix elements of the irreducible tensor operators gives :
=  E  Q  % In < / ( « )  • (4 .4 . 1 3 )
Qq
E lastic scatter in g
In the case of elastic scattering of a  s p in - | projectile from a spinless target ( I  — I '  =  | )  
and, using Eq.(4.4.13), the elastic scattering amplitudes A -- - J Ï  can be expressed in 
term s of Mçg’s, namely Moo, M zo,M u,M gi, % 2 , M 3 1 ,M 3 2 , M 3 3  as follows :
A =  Mqo +  M 2 0
B =  —ÿp M il “  M21 -\— ÿ= M31V5 V5
G = y/ 2  (M 2 2  — M 3 2 )
D  = 2 M 3 3
(4.4.14)
E — — Mi l  — V2 M21 — M31
F  =  M o o  — M 2 0
c  = (Ve JW31 -  2 Mil)
H  = yp2 (M 2 2  +  M 3 2 )
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Simple conversion of Eq.(4.4.14) gives for the elastic tensor amplitudes :
Moo =  ^  (A +  F ) ( tidal spin conserving am plitude )
M 2 0  — ~ {A ~  F )  ( tidal sinn conserving am plitude )
^  [ V 3 ( B - F )  +  2 G]
M 31
(4.4.15)
=  ! ( - G - .B ) - V 3 G ]
M 3 3  =  -  D
If the elastic amplitudes E q.(4.4.14) are referred to (RCS) then, according to tidal sym­
metry, only those diagonal in K  are non vanisliing (ie. A  and F). Equivalently, the tidal 
spin conserving tensor amplitudes from Eq.(4.4.15) are those with g =  0 {ie. Moo and 
M 2 0 ). We have used expressions Eq.(4.4.14) in order to evaluate elastic tensor ampli­
tudes in the (RCS) for which tidal symmetry implies vanishing tensor amplitudes with 
q ^  0. Fig.4.9 shows the moduli^^ of the elastic m atrix and tensor amplitudes in (RCS) 
in the 2-channel calculations of ^Li scattering from ^®Ni at 20,3 MeV w ithout Coulomb 
excitation. The convention used in identifying the various curves is as follows. Ampli­
tudes characterized by no spin projection transfer {ie. tidal spin conserving amplitudes) 
are indicated by solid line and these are the largest. Those with spin projection transfer 
of one, two, and three are denoted by dashed, dotted  and do t-dashed lines respectively. 
This convention is used for all amplitude curves. Similar results have been ob tained for 
^Li scattering from ^^ ®Sn a t 44 MeV but no t shown here.
1 1 |C|2 =  |a-|2 and =  =
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Figure 4,9: Moduli of the elastic m a trix (A ♦ • - i î )  and tensor am plitudes M q  ^ in (RCS) 
for tw o-channel calculations 'L i 4- ^^Ni a t 20.3 MeV (no Coulomb excitation).
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The elastic tensor analyzing powers can be w ritten in  terms of M q^’s instead of 
[H oo 71];
«■/,/(«) K w  =  E  i - y - ' ‘^ QiQ2 e  X
Q l,Q 2=0,lj2 ,3and |g i|< Q i
(4.4.16)
X W (Q ^Q ,U -,Q I)  e g ' % Mg , , ,{e)  MX (e)
with
(4.4.17)
It was shown [C oo 82] that when referring amplitudes to (HJCS) the elastic tensor 
analyzing powers are given by^^ :
2  (Moo M il) + 1  M u  (M ;. -  V e  Mi*i)<r(e)«2Yi =  I m  
(T(@) 3% =  iîe  [ 2  (M o o  M j o )  -  i  I M i i p ]  
<r(0)T^i = ^ i îe [ M ii ( v ^ M 2 * i- V 5 M * „ ) ]
(4.4.18)
(4.4.19)
a(e)T f^  =  Re 2  {Mqo M 2 2 ) —* g Vo I M il I
The rank-2 tensor analyzing powers in (HJCS) are obtained from those in (MCS) by a 
ro ta tion th a t gives :
(  1
T 21
\  ^ 20  /
(3 +  cos 6)
i  sin I
i ( l  +  3cos0) j
I  sin^
cos 6 
Vs
#  ( l - c o s « )  \ ^ T 2 2  \
[ j
^^Contributions from the rank-3 M ^q  amplitudes are ignored.
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In the context of tidal symmetry, however, it is desirable to refer observables (hence 
amplitudes) to the (RCS). Substituting (4.4.14) in (4.4.6), (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) gives :
4.4.22)
<r(e) =  ^ + 2|«M22p} (4.4.20)
<r{e) i T^i = I m  ( 2  i^Moo '*M*i) + ^  -  Vô (4.4.21)
(\/3  +  V 2  « M * ,)« M u |
<r(5) T^|' = 4 |iîe(«Moo «M^o) -  i  I'^ MuP + ^  iîe(«Mu «M‘i)|
(T(e) "T j'i =  2 1 Jîe(” Moo ^  Re(V2 ^M22 -  VS "iWjo) "iW* |(.
<r(0 ) « I ^ ' =  2 |iîe ("M o o * M 2*2 ) - ^ J Î e ( « M 2 i « M i * i ) - | ^ | « M n P j
Note th a t the absence of terms involving (Mg^  ^ from the expressions Eq.(4.4.22)
for ^T|g(0) is caused by the non-trivially^^ vanishing Racah coefficient W(2 2 |  | ; 2  | ) .
In the case of exact tidal symmetry,
^MQq{6) =  0 for g V 0 (4.4.23)
and the only tidal spin conserving amplitudes are ^Mqq and ^ M 2o and consequently 
Eqs.(4.4.22) satisfy the shape effect relations for rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers. In 
order to understand the origin of the elastic rank - 1  tensor am plitude Mu calculated in 
the absence of triton-target spin-orbit interaction, we reduced the tensor interaction 
by a factor of 2 and noticed a drop in their magnitudes by a factor of 4 -  a clear 
indication th a t the rank-1 tensor amplitude M u  is a second order effect of rank—2 Tjr, 
tensor in teraction of the ground state  of ^Li as we pointed out earlier, see Fig.4.10.
^^This is a unique situation for sp in - | ground state re-orientation. The physical implication of this 
non-trivially zero Racah coefficient was given [BlE 81, P.417] as isotropic quadrupole radiation associated 
with s p in - | state re-orientation.
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Figure 4.10: Moduli of the (RCS) elastic tensor am plitudes in  one-eliannel calculations 
for ^Li +  ®^ Ni a t 20.3 MeV. The dashed curves corresponds to calculations with half 
the  tensor force %  included in the calculations represented by the solid curves.
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In elastic  scatterin g
Expressions for the inelastic scattering (J  =  = ~) amplitudes A ' • ‘ • D' can be
derived from Eq.(4.4.13) as :
A' =
B ' =  V2 M 2 0  ,
C" — M il ~~ V3 M 21 ,
D' — 2 M 22 )
wliich upon conversion gives :
M 2 0  =  B '  , ( tidal spill conserving am plitude )
(4.4.24)
V 2
=  1 ( C  +  A') ,
= -  {A! — Vs C ) ,
(4.4.25)
Fig.(4.11) shows both  sets of inelastic amplitudes for ^Li +  ®®Ni a t 20.3 MeV in the 
(RCS). A situation similar to that for theelasticamplitudes exists in  the sense th a t the 
only tidal spin conserving amplitude is dominant. However, the inelastic analyzing 
power deviates from the tidal symmetry prediction of zero by up to 15 %. In
order to show how this situation comes about we write, as we did for the elastic case, 
the inelastic tensor analyzing powers in terms of ^M'q :^
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a r , i W  i = ^ I m { 6  «M'S +  4 +  V Ï2  «M ;„ (4.4.26)
+ 2 V 6  '*m ' 2  -  6 \Æ  -  2 V Ï 2  ,
<ri',i(6) "T 'S '' =  2 {2 |«M ;iP  +  +  A ^ R e { ^ M [ ^  «M ^î)} ,
<^ l'.l{S)’^ T^T' = V5{4Be(«M'i-V2«M^i)*M'*-2V2ile(V3«M'i+^M'i)^M';} , 
»■/',/(»)'*r‘r ' =  2 V6 (|«M;, 1^ -  n  + 8 Ae(«M;o «M;; - «  (4.4.27)
where the inelastic cross section is given by ;
at,[{e) =  2 {4 |«M (ip +  4 l^iW'^r +  +  4 .
In the case of exact tidal symmetry one has ^Mqq = 0 for q ^  0 and from Eqs.(4.4.26) 
and (4.4.27) :
R ^ n e l  j . in e l  y m e i  ^  Q R j^ in e l ^  ^
To a good approximation, however, our calculations of Fig.4.7 can be described using :
R q iin e l ^  -i R  rpinel ^  Q J R rpinel ^  9  '^^(~^20 ^ 2 2 )
^ 20  ^ 5 -^21 ~  and. I 22 ^  \TP ~ \2r^2o|
where the inelastic cross section is given by :
o-pj ft! 4 IM2 0 P
We showed in the previous section th a t the elastic a  ^T 2 2  is dominated by the term  
Re^^Moo ^ ^ 2 2 ) where ^ M 22 is two order of magnitudes smaller than  ^Mqq. The inelastic 
OTJ ^ ^ 2 2  is driven mainly by the term  Rei^MI^Q I^W^g) where one order of m agnitude 
separates and Furtherm ore, the elastic T|^ is proportional to whereas
the inelastic is proportional to ^ P -. This explains why the deviation of the inelastic
T2 2 ^^  from zero is stronger than  th a t of the elastic T 2^ -
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Figure 4,11: Moduli of the inelastic matrix and tensor amplitudes M q  ^ in
(RCS) for two-channel calculations ^Li +  ®®Ni at 20.3 MeV (no Coulomb excitation).
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4 .5  C o n c lu sio n s
We have briefly reviewed the tidal symmetry formalism and tested its predictions for the 
tensor analyzing powers of "^ Li scattering from ®®Ni and ^^°Sn at 20.3 and 44 MeV, re­
spectively. Two-channel single folding model calculations, using F r e s c o , neglected 
Coulomb excitation and the triton-ta rget spin-orbit force but treated the angular 
momentum-dependent centrifugal barrier correctly. We aimed a t estimating violations 
caused to tidal symmetry predictions.
We have found tha t in the absence of Coulomb excitation tidal symmetry predictions 
for elastic rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers (ie. the extended shape effect relations) are 
satisfied well. The vector analyzing power iTfl was found to be negligible. In the 
inelastic case, was found to deviate from zero at forward scattering angles by up
to 15 %. The inelastic 3 "^^  ^ reached values up to 0.1- a violation of up to  10 % from 
the tidal symmetry theoretical predictions.
In  the adiabatic approximation to the two-channel calculations the energy of the 
excited ~~ is set to zero. This step was taken to eliminate the inter-cluster spin- 
orbit force included implicitly in the exact two-channel calculations. The adiabatic 
approximation strongly affects the inelastic iT u  and reduces it to near zero.
To explain the above observations we have performed a scattering amplitude analysis 
in wliich the elastic and inelastic tensor analyzing powers in the recoil coordinate system 
are w ritten in terms of tensor scattering am plitudes instead of the usual (A, B  - •
amplitudes. W hen the tidal symmetry is exact, ^ M qç =  0 for g ^  0 and the extended 
shape effect relations are satisfied. However, with our accurate treatm ent of the tidal 
symmetry breaking centrifugal barrier only approximate tidal symmetry can be seen. 
We found th a t the deviation of from zero is mainly due to the presence of the
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R]\^f . . .  . Ï?* The inelastic is one order of m agnitude larger than  The elastic
is small because its driven by where two order of magnitudes seperate the
two amplitudes. It is, also, clear that for backward scattering angles ë^ts smaller, 
thus reducing the calculated value of the inelastic ^T^^K
C h ap ter  5 
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5.1 In tr o d u c tio n
The electromagnetic interaction is known to dominate the nucleus- nucleus interac­
tion outside the range of nuclear forces. The most genered form of the nucleus-nucleus 
electromagnetic interaction can be expressed as
Vem =  Ve +  Vm  +  Ve- m  ^ (5.1.1)
with Ve and Vm  representing the electric and magnetic m ultipole-multipole interactions, 
respectively. Ve - m  is the electric-m agnetic multipole-multipole interaction^.
In this chap ter we consider the electric (Coulomb) excitation of ^Li nuclei while
scattering from spinless poin t-charged targets. Magnetic excitation processes are weaker
than  the electric ones due to the fact tha t magnetic field is of the order of (^ )  compared 
to the electric field (the speed of light c is approximately 30 [^^^^]^) and is therefore 
neglected. Furthermore, relativistic corrections, of the order of (^)^, are no t taken 
into account due to the low velocities corresponding to incident energies close to the 
Coulomb barrier.
The dominant con tribution to the nucleus-nucleus electric interaction Ve  comes from 
the monopole interaction,
^  — with R  > nuclear radius , (5.1.2)
better known as the Coulomb force between two point-charged nuclei separa ted by 
distance R.  The electric monopole interaction, however, does not excite either nucleus 
and Coulomb excitation is a ttributed, mainly, to the electric quadrupole interaction 
( ^ )  witliin Ve .
^Explicit expressions for the V e , V m , and V e - m  in terms of corresponding multipole moments can be 
found in [ A l d  76].
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In this chapter we give brief classical and quantnm -m echanical descriptions of Coulomb 
excitation. We then introduce the Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter which, unlike the 
nuclear iso-centrifugal param eter discussed in the previous chap ter, has large values in 
the forward scattering region due to the long range of the Coulomb quadrupole inter­
action Later in this chap ter, we present quan tum - mechanical and semi-classical
calculations of tensor analyzing powers for ^Li Coulomb excitation. We show th a t the 
extended shape effect relations are reasonably well satisfied and th a t semi-classical cal­
culations are in agreement w ith the quantum -m echanical ones.
5 .2  C ou lom b  sc a tte r in g
5.2 .1  C lassica l d e s c r ip t io n
The strength of the repulsive Coulomb field is estim ated by the dimensionless Coulomb^ 
param eter t]
where (Zpe) Zpc is the (projectile) target charge; v is the velocity of the projectile given 
by:
where is the reduced mass of the %)rojectile-target system given by:
. (5.2.3)m p  -h rriT
The Planck constant ti and have the numerical values :
ti — \/41.802 [M eV ^ fm u ^], (5.2.4)
e ' =  1.44 [MeV fm] . (5.2.5)
^referred to a s  Sommerfeld parameter and denoted by n  or 7  by some authors.
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Figure 5.1: The classical orbit of a  projectile in the A-coordinate system
In the case of a strong repulsive Coulomb field (large atomic numbers Z  o r/and  low 
incident energies) ie. 7] ^  1 it is less likely tha t the projectile penetrates the Coulomb 
barrier and therefore, the assum p tion of a classical trajectory for the projectile is a  good 
approximation. Values for 7 7  in  the scattering of ^Li from ^ ®Ni and ^^°Sn a t energies near 
the Coulomb barrier are suim naiized in  Table 5,1.
A convenient param etrization of the projectile orbit is obtained in the so-called A— 
coordinate system (ACS) [Ald 75] in which the Z-axis is perpendicular to the reaction 
plane, the X -axis is along the bisector of the asymptotic momenta as described in  Fig. 
5.1.
The tim e-dependent coordinates of the projectile, assumed to be moving along a  
hyperbolic orbit in the repulsive Coulomb field, are :
(5.2.6)
^Z(i) 0 ,
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where t is given by
t =  ^ ( e s in h W  +  VF). (5.2.7)
Alternatively, one has the tim e-dependent spherical coordinates :
R(t) = a (e cosh W  -f 1) ,
=  2 ) (5.2.8)
, (  sinh W\/e2 -  1
M t )  =  ecoshW  +  l
The param eter a is half the distance of closest approach in a head-on collision
a = (5.2.9)
and the eccentricity of the hyperbola e is related to the scattering angle 0 by :
e =  (s in (^ ))- i . (5.2.10)
It was shown [A ld  56] th a t the to tal classical { c l  ) cross section for E2  Coulomb 
excitation to excited state I '  is :
Tg, =  f U i ) , (5.2.11)
where B { E 2 \ I  >-> T) is the reduced electric quadrupole (A =  2) transition probabil­
ity given in term s of the reduced m a trix elements of the electric quadrupole moment 
operator M.{E2yfi) as :
B{E2-, J  H. 7') =  4 l  <  I'\\M (E2,fi,)\\I  > p . (5.2.12)
The classical to ta l cross section^ /e 2 (0  related to real functions lxfs{0,^), known as 
_
/ b2(C = /  d/B2(^)CJo,
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the classical Coulomb excitation functions :
IGtt^ S i ’ dO/u=0,±2 s in ^ d )
where
. a E ' - E
(5.2.13)
(5.2.14)
is the adiabaticity (sudden) jDarameter which measures the energy loss IhE ~  E ‘ — E  
during excitation. The values for ^ are close to unity for the targets and incident 
projectiles under consideration (see Table 5.1). Our adiabatic approxim ation, discussed 
la ter, sets ^ to zero {ie. neglects the excitation energy ).
’’Li +  =®Ni ^Li +  "°S n
Ecb =  16.7 at R c b  =  7.23 Ecb — 25.3 at J%c6 =  8.55
E^^J‘ =  10.3 =  16.4
Elab 1 Elab V
10,0 0.85 11.1 15.3 1.15 16.0
20.3 0.60 7.8 44.0 0.70 9.4
Table 5.1: Coulomb barrier heights Ecb in MeV at radii Rcb in fm for ^Li scattering from 
^®Ni and ^^°Sn targets. Incident laboratory energies used together w ith corresponding
Coulomb and adiaba ticity parameters are listed. Rcb — 1.25 {Ap  +  A|>).
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The spherical harmonics encountered in the classical theory of Coulomb
excitation have the property :
(5.2.15)U ^ (^ ,0 )  =  '
0 A +  jLt odd .
In the context of this chap ter the following values are used :
° Æ
Conditions for pure Coulomb scattering of 'Li from ®®Ni and ^^°Sn targets were 
investigated by [W el 85] while extracting the ^Li ground state quadrupole moment. 
It was poin ted ou t th a t Coulomb-nuclear interference (quantum  effect) becomes visible 
when the incident energy exceeds the highest “safe” bombarding energy of 10,3 and 15.4 
MeV for ®^ Ni and ^^°Sn targets, respectively. Rough estimates of these values can be 
arrived a t from an expression of the form [Hau 74] :
= ----------- 4^^-- -^-------  [MeV] , (5.2.17)
1.25(A^ A A D a S
where S  (of order 5 fm) is the separation of the two nuclear surfaces. Nuclear effects are 
not expected to show up for incident energies below and Rutherford cross sections
are expected.
5 .2 .2  Q u a n tu m  m e c h a n ic a l d e s c r ip t io n
Assuming the non-relativistic lim it, the electric multipole moment operator of the pro­
jectile can be w ritten  as [Ald 56] :
M(EX-,,j.) = e Zp  , (5.2.18)
where the polar coordinates specify the direction of the projectile vector R  relative
to the target.
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Figure 5.2: The Coulomb barrier height (solid line) for the scattering systems under 
study. The centre of mass incident energies are indicated by • (taken from [Sak  87]).
The quantum  (qu ) expression for the to tal cross section for E 2  Coulomb excitation
is:
= fE 2 iv ,Ù p ) ,  (5.2.19)Tiv aIP
which is similar to the expression in the semi-classical lim it, Eq.(5.2.11), except for the 
symmetrized^ a and ^ parameters :
ajp TUr-VV (5.2.20)
(5.2.21)
Classically, f p 2 is given in terms of Coulomb excitation functions J;^^(^,^), see 
Eq.(5,2.13). Quantum-mechanically, it is given in term s of the radial m atrix elements
■*The symmetrization is needed in the quantum definitions because, unlike in the classical case, ex­
pressions for the cross sections depend on the initial v and final v’ velocities [ÀLD 75].
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by :
rE 'i{v,ùi') = ^ K ^ K a } j , ^ P  g j  \OE%.{v,n'W, (5.2.22)
where the radial m a trix elements (overlaps) are defined by:
1  r+ oo  1Oï%.{v,v') =  I  M K o  R ) 3 l^ '(K ,  R ) d R  , (5.2.23)
where the regular Coulomb functions^ ^ l {K c R )  have the asym p to tic behaviour :
M K cR)  sin K o R - ^ L - r ,  ln(2 R )  +  <n,{n) ■ (5.2.24)
The exact quantum-mechanical evaluation of the overlap 0'£fp,{rj,r]') is possible but 
results in  very complicated expressions in terms of the hypergeometric functions [A ld 
56]. Instead, we make use of the semi-classical nature of the scattering under consider­
ation and apply the WKB approximation [ÀLD 75] for the regular radial wave functions
R )  :
R )  fs , (5.2.25)
where ,
^ + r  {f{R)Ÿ^ dR  (5.2.26)
and
m  =  -  2 ^  -  4 .^  ^). (5.2.27)
^These can be written in terms of the incoming and outgoing T ii, Coulomb functions as :
^ l { K c R )  =  j  [ n i { i u R )  - n x , ( i u R ) ] .
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The classical turning point R q is defined by f{Ro)  =  0. Contributions to tlie overlap 
Eq.(5.2.23) from inside the turning point are neglected because they are of lower order 
in
Substituting Eq.(5.2.25) in Eq.(5.2.23) it was shown that the overlaps can be reduced 
to [ A l d  56,A l d  75] :
A—2
Y) =  r  h A L ( e , i n ' )  , (5.2.28)
4 (7 7 7 7 ') 2
with A L  = L' ~  L  and 6 is defined as :
(tan (^ ))-^  =  • (5.2.29)
The Coulomb excitation functions lxn{0<, ^) are real and in  the adiabatic approxima­
tion (^ =  0) given in  term s of elementary functions (sine and cosine). The properties of 
are given in Appendix-H of [ALD 75].
Thus, the (wkb) approximation to Eq.(5.2.22) for the to tal cross section is :
a ' k O  -  S ?  0 ) ’«-(* .& -) ■
The WKB approximation is useful whenever large angular m om enta L  are involved. 
It can be applied irrespective of the Coulomb param eter 7 7 . Numerical comparisons 
between semi-classical® WKB and exact quantum  calculations of cross section functions 
f p 2 and cross sections have indicated tha t they differ by less than  3 % for 7 7  >  4 and 
for 6 >  1 2 0 ° [M eG 74, A l d  69, G r i  62, A l d  56]. In the adiabatic limit (^ =  0), and 
for values for 7 7  as low as 8  the classical calculations make a very good approximation 
to the quantum  mechanical calculations.
®The ideal conditions for semi-classical calculations can be summarized by large Coulomb parameter 
77 and/or small adiabaticity parameter
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5 ,3  C o u lo m b  iso —cen tr ifu g a l p a ra m eter
The effect of the long range Coulomb excitation on tidal symmetry predictions for heavy 
ion scatterings has been studied by [ S a k  89]. It has been shown tha t for ^^Na +  ^®^Pb 
a t 170 MeV the inclusion of Coulomb excitation strongly enhances the elastic vector 
analyzing power [ie. tidal symmetry is distorted). On the other hand, the rank—2 
tensor analyzing powers did not satisfy the shape effect relations. In this chap ter we 
present ,first, a criterion for the validity of the ‘shape effect relations in situations where 
Coulomb excitation is dominant. Later, we show semi-classical calculations of rank-2 
tensor analyzing powers th a t are in a good agreement with the quantum -m echanical cal­
culations performed w ith F R E S C O . As we discussed in section 4.2.1, the iso-centrifugal 
approximation consists of replacing the initial L  and final L' angular m om enta by an av­
erage L  — ^  ^  . Consider the electric quadrupole (A =  2) excitation E2  ie, A L  =  2.
Using a similar argument to th a t given for the nuclear iso-centrifugal param eter in 
section 4.3, we define the Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter by :
_  II  -  J T  I , (5.3.1)
So H -x{K .R ) ^  dR
where J^i^KcR) are waves distorted by monopole Coulomb in teraction i .
The numerical values of the param eter reflect the validity of the approx­
im ation
roo 1 foo  1 ,
for E2  Coulomb excitation. The smaller dP°^\6) the bette r the iso-centrifugal ap­
proximation for Coulomb excitation. Unlike in the nuclear case, the long range of the 
Coulomb quadrupole interaction implies large phase differences between JPp[KcR) 
and This generates large values for in comparison with
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In addition, gets larger for large ^  because ^ is proportional to the differ­
ence in  the wavenumber K'^ — Kc. As a result is not useful for large excitation
energies.
Using the no tation of Eq.(5.2.23) for the overlaps :
= (5.3.2)
In term s of Coulomb excitation functions, using expression (5.2.28) :
=  (5.3.3)
In the adiabatic approximation (^ =  0), one has :
^22(^)0) ~  ’ (5.3.4)
Thus ,
l2o(e,0) =  2 tan^(^)
^ t a n ( f )
(5.3.5)
(5.3.6)cos2 (I)
The angular distribution of for ^ =  0 and 0.1 is shown in Fig. 5.3. Tabulated
J 2 0  and I 22 for (  =  0.1 were taken from [ÀLD 56]. The fact th a t decreases
as scattering angle increases is significant since one expects th a t the collision becomes 
nuclear dominated for large scattering angles and little role if at all is a ttribu ted  to 
Coulomb in teraction.
We show in section 5.4.2 th a t the deviations of the inelastic rank-2  tensor analyzing 
powers from tidal symmetry predictions due to the Coulomb excitation can be w ritten 
in term s of the Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter
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Figure 5.3: Tlie angular distribution of for values of ^ =  0 and 0.1.
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5 .4  A p p lic a t io n s  a n d  d iscu ss io n s
In this section we present results for Coulomb excitation rank-2 tensor analyzing powers 
using quantum—mechanical (coupled channels) [ T h o  88] and classical methods (Alder— 
W inther [A ld  75] and Grawert et al. [G ra  89]). From discussions presented earlier in 
this chapter, it is expected th a t semi-classical calculations are in agreement w ith the 
quantum-mechanical ones.
5.4 .1  Q u a n tu m  m e c h a n ic a l c a lc u la tio n s
Several computer codes have been w ritten (or modified) in order to  solve the radial cou­
pled equations for long range Coulombic in teractions using various numerical techniques 
for integration [WiN 6 5 ,R ho 8 0 ,RAY 81,TOL 87]. The calculations presented here are 
performed using the code F r e s c o  [ T h o  88]. T idal symmetry predictions for tensor 
analyzing powers in  the angular region where tensor analyzing powers are sizable, ie. 
beyond 60® centre of mass scattering angle, are satisfied. A description of the model 
and results of calculations are presented in the subsequent section.
T h e  m o d e l
The ^Li-target Coulombic in teraction is expanded in multipole expansion just as we did 
in  the nuclear case :
=  z  r) Y,;(É) (5.4.1)
Xfi
The Coulomb multipoles have the form of a  deformed charged sphere of radius 'JZc'.
*^2A+l ^
(5.4.2)\ / i^ e M( EX)  X
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where M ( jEJX)  is a deformation param eter and monopole A =  0 and quadrupole A =  2 
term s are considered only.
In order to emulate the semiclassical results valid for poin t charge interactions, the 
charge radius Re of the target was chosen to be very small (less than  one fermi) and 
given by IZc — 0.2 where A t  is the target mass number.
As the case for the nuclear excitation presented in chap ter 4, the quantum  mechanical 
treatm en t of Coulomb excitation is by solving a set of the coupled radial equations. In 
the case of pure Coulomb scattering, ie. where no nuclear effects are taken into account 
except for the inter-cluster interaction, these radial coupled equations have the form^:
E  v S F ii iR )  H w o ( R )  >Lii^ur
w ith Coulomb coupling m atrix elements defined as :
V 3 ? U R )  = <  L'^ '\E  V t ' “{R ,r)  3%.(Â) U „(f)|LJ > (5.4.4)
This Coulomb coupling po tential is similar to the nuclear coupling potential (derived in 
A ppendix-C) except for the long range th a t characterizes the Coulombic interactions 
(monopole ^  and quadrupole ^ ) .
W ith the real Woods-Saxon shaped in teraction for the inter-cluster potential, see 
Table 3.1, the numerical values for the reduced m a trix  elements of A i{E 2)  and B{E2\ |  h
i  ) are :
M (E 2 )  = P  < l \ \ M { E 2 ) \ \ ^ >  =  -6 .2 0  e , (5.4.5)
B(E2-, I  i  ) =  12.82 fm“ . (5.4.6)
^The reduced mass is denoted by instead of (i to avoid confusion with ^ in the usual notation for 
the Coulomb excitation functions
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Reference ^L iQ ,
e fm^
B{E2-, I  «  1)
e  ^ fm^
M ethod
T h is  w o r k  
[M e r  86] 
[W e l  85] 
[V e r  84] 
[Bam 72]
-4 .4
-4 .19
-3 .7  ±  0.08 
—4.0 i  1.1 
-3 .6 6  ±  0.03
12.88
11.3
8.3 ± 0 .5  
7.42 ± 0 .1 4
7.4 ± 0 .1
Theory (CC) 
Theory (RGM) 
Experiment 
Experiment 
Experiment
Table 5.2; Numerical comparison between Qs and B [E 2)  ob tained in this work and 
those obtained using other theoretical and experimental methods.
The static electric quadrupole moment is given by [HÂU 74] :
1 ( 2 7 - 1 )
and with 7 =  f  is Q , =  - 4.4 e fm,^.
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C alcu lations
All the two-channel calculations are performed with a matching radius of 50 fm (low 
energy) and 150 fm (liigh energy) for ^Li ±  ®®Ni and for ^Li +  ^^°Sn. The maximum 
number of partia l waves is 150 for the low energies and 400 for the high energies for 
bo th  scattering systems. A summary of inpu t parameters can be found in Table 5.3.
Coulomb Scattering ^Li +  58Ni a i  +
Energy [MeV] 10.0 20.3 15.3 44.0
M atching radii [fm] 50 150 50 150
M aximum partial waves [%] 150 400 150 400
Table 5.3; The matcliing radii and maximum partial waves included in the quantum- 
mechanical calculation of adiabatic Coulomb excitation of ^Li.
The elastic and inelastic adiabatic Coulomb excitation differential cross sections for 
^Li scattering from ®®Ni at 20.3 and 10 MeV are shown in Fig.5.4. Cross sections for 
^Li ±  ^^°Sn a t 44 and 15.3 MeV are shown in  Fig. 5.5. Note th a t for the low energy 
cases, calculations for very small scattering angles are not plo tted. This is because it 
require very large number of partial waves in the calculations.
Calculations of elastic and inelastic vector analyzing powers show them  to be small 
and therefore consistent with tidal symmetry predictions. See Fig. 5.6. Elastic and 
inelastic rank-2  tensor analyzing powers for adiabatic Coulomb excitation of ^Li by 
scattering from ®®Ni and ^^°Sn targets are shown in Pig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 respectively.
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Figuré 5.4: Elastic (left) and inelastic (right) cross sections for adiabatic Coulomb
excitation of 'Li by scattering from ®®Ni at 20.3 MeV (top) and 10 MeV (bottom).
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Figure 5.5: Elastic (left) and inelastic (right) cross sections for adiabatic Coulomb
excitation of "Li by scattering from at 44 MeV (top) and 15.3 MeV (bottom).
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Deviations from tidal symmetry predictions for the inelastic ^T 2q and ^T 2 2  are twice as 
large as those encountered in chap ter 4 for nuclear excitation.
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Figure 5,6: Elastic (solid line) and inelastic (do tted line) vector analyzing powers iTi 
for Coulomb excitation of 'Li.
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Figure 5,7: Elastic and inelastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers in (RCS) for adiabatic
Coulomb excitation of 'Li scattered from ^^Ni.
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Figure 5.8: Elastic and inelastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers in (RCS) for adiabatic
Coulomb excitation of 'Li scattered from ^^ S^n.
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5 .4 .2  S em i—classica l c a lc u la tio n s
Here we make an attem p t to reproduce the exact quantum  mechanical calculations 
presented in  the previous section for tensor analyzing powers using semiclassical ideas. 
We show tha t using the A lder-W inther theory of Coulomb excitation [A ld  75] ie. first- 
order DWBA one can calculate the inelastic tensor analyzing powers for E2  Coulomb 
excitation. The elastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers are predicted to be zero in this 
theory.
The E 2  excitation amplitude from a state  \Im  > into an excited state \I'm ' > can 
be given in term s of the orbital integrals as [A ld  75, P .89] :
0  = - i  cL R2,(e, o . (5-4-S)^  /u= — 2
where is related to A lder-W inther (AW) strength param eter of the E2  transition
as follows :
= V 5 Î  <  I I I  M (E 2 )  II I '  >  , (5.4.9)
In the A-coordinate system (ACS) where the Z-axis is normal to the scattering
plane w ith the X-axis along k{ — ko (see Appendix-C), the orbital integrals 
are related to the classical Coulomb excitation functions lA/n(^>f) as :
^  W § , 0 ) h M  , (5-4.10)
In particular one finds in the adiabatic limit (^ =  0) :
^R2o(0,O) =  - ^ 2 0 ( 0 , 0 ) ,  (5.4.11)
^R2i(ff,0) = 0 ,  (5.4.12)
'^R22(&,0) =  ^ W ^ , 0 ) .  (5.4.13)
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The symmetry properties obeyed by the amplitudes in the (ACS)
read :
(5.4.14)
No change in parity is assumed (as in the case for ^Li excitation to |  ).
The symmetries Eqs.(5.4.14) ensure th a t m atrix elements w ith odd transfer of spin 
projection ze., with odd fi = m ' — are zero. The elastic I "  | ” and inelastic
I  transition m atrix in the (ACS) can be w ritten as :
A  Ael
8 \ /5
f  il2Q
0
— Z\/3i22
V 0
0
~il20
0
22
-iVdl22 0  \
0 —1^/3122
—H 20 0
0 H 20 j
,(5.4,15)
4 VÏÔ (5.4.16)i-y/Zl22 0 —Ü 2 0  6 /
where the rows and columns represent outgoing and incoming spin projections with 
decreasing values from top to bo ttom  for m ' and from left to right for m . Note that the 
amplitudes Eq.(5.4.15) and Eq.(5.4.16) are pure imaginary.
The tensor analyzing powers in any coordinate system are ob tained from the general 
expression Eq.(2.3.4) :
(5.4.17)
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Using Eq.(6.4.15) tlie elastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers are zero because they are 
the real parts of pure imaginary quan tities :
^ T |'(0 ) T^(@) =-^ T |'( 6 ) =  0 , (5.4.18)
For the inelastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers, using Eq.(5.4.16) gives ;
A m i n e ! /   ^ ( I z g )  ( Ig o )
 ^ "  3(/22)^ +  ( / 2 0 ) ' ’
= 0 , (5.4.19)
Arriinel Vo I 2 0 1 2 2
3(722):^+  (f 2 o)  ^ '
To perform the ro tation from the (ACS) into the (RCS) the relevant Euler angles are 
(0, f  We write :
R  a E 2  — tH/ , ^  2T 7T  ^  ^ . co — r,_  TT IT (5.4.20)
where the ro tation matrices [Arf 85] are :
and
- ( ! + * )  -- n/3(1 -  !.) V3(i + 4 (1 -  4 \
1 -V 3(l +  i) - ( 1 - 4 -(1 + 4 - \ ^ ( i  -  4
4 -  V3(l +  i) (1 -4 -(1 + 4 V3(i -  4
-(1 + *) v f ( l - F ' V3(l + i) - ( 1 - 4  )
(1 -4  
I (1 -4
-(1 + 4 \  
(1 + 4 }
Performing the m a trix  multiiDlication of Eq.(5.4.20) gives for the inelastic scattering 
amplitudes in the (RCS) :
/  0  - i J +  0  - i s / 3 L
\  i ^ /3 1 ^  0 2 4  0i" î
, (5.4.21)
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with
f - (^ )  =  Z2 0 W - Z 2 2 W ,  (5.4.22)
=  f2o(0) +  3f22(0). (5.4.23)
By substitution in Eq.(5.4.17) the inelastic rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers in (RCS)
are :
Rminelf^s VE D
where
D {e) =  - r x T T "  =  -  r 4 V r  ' ’ ( 5 .4 .2 5 )2^0 +  O 122 J-20 +  0122
where d^°^^{6) is given by Eq.(5.3.3).
Fig, 5.9 shows a comparison between the quantum-mechanical and semi-classical 
calculations for for the two scattering systems and for two incident energies.
It is clear from Eq.(5.4.25) th a t as the Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter dP°^^{6) 
tends to zero (ie. J 2 0  and I 2 2  becoming equal) for backward scattering, D{6) +-+ 0, the 
tidal symmetry predictions for inelastic rank - 2  tensor analyzing powers become fulfilled, 
tha t is
=  - 1  and =  0 - (5.4.26)
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Figure 5.9: Rank - 2  inelastic tensor analyzing powers in (RCS) for Coulomb excitation 
of^Li, Quantum -m eclianical calculations shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig, 5.8 are reproduced 
well using semi-classical expressions (5.4.25)-
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Note tha t exact tidal symmetry predicts for the inelastic rank-2 tensor analyzing 
powers in the (ACS), ie. I 2 2 = I 2 0  in Eq.(5.4.19),
An-iinel __ ^
^ 2 0  -  2  ,
=  0 , (5.4.27)
A rpinel _■^22 -  4  •
In  another semi-classical treatm ent of tensor analyzing powers [Gra 90] tim e- 
dependent amplitudes are used. The angle covered by the classical orbit during the 
tim e of in teraction is taken as a  measure of the deviation of tensor analyzing powers 
from the tidal symmetry predictions. In the case of Coulomb in teraction this angle is 
large and consequently the deviation from the shape effect relations is large.
We poin ted out earlier th a t the A lder-W inther semi-classical theory for Coulomb 
excitation gives zero for the elastic rank — 2  tensor analyzing powers. It was suggested 
[Ege 80], tha t elastic rank-2 tensor analyzing powers T%(^) can be estim ated semi- 
classically using the expression of the form [Ege 80] :
= T g { e )  -  T ^ ' { 9 ) . (5.4.28)O'R^el ( Q\   n^ O /Q\ ^inel rrtineli
where
(Jjfj =  ^inel ”t~ ^el ^  ^el (5.4.29)
The second term  in Eq.(5.4.28) is understood as a correction to the re-orientation term
T ^(^) due to projectile excitation as opposed to the accurate method of including the 
effect of the coupling to excited states within the coupled channel calculations described 
earlier.
The re-orientation term  T^{0) has never been evaluated semiclassically in the (RCS). 
Recently, however, T ^(^) was given semiclassically in the (MCS) as [Gra  89] :
. (5.4.30)
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where f 2o \^ tO  ^ universal function w ritten in terms of Coulomb excitation functions 
72o(^jO 1 2 2 (0 , 0  and their derivatives w ith respect to co t(y).
In  the adiabatic limit =  0), one has :
( % 2  +  ly (5.4.31)
with X  — cot(-g).
The angular distributions of I 2 0 , h 2 a-nd f2 ^ (0 ,0 )  is shown in Fig.(5.10).
From expression (5.4.28) it is possible reproduce semiclassically the elastic ^ T ^ (^ ) 
using Eqs.(5.4.24) for the inelastic T^o^^(^). Cross sections are those of the 2 -ch  quan­
tum  mechanical calculations discussed earlier. Earlier, we have derived a semi-classical 
expression (see Eqs.(5.4.24)) for ^T-zo. Then the (MCS) component can be obtained 
from :
I  (3 -  cos 6) I  sin 0 ^  ( 1  -j- cos 6) ^
— cos 6
\
=
V ^T20 j
T  sin^ ^  sin^
+  sin a ^ (1 - 3  cos^) ^
"T 2 2  \
(5.4.32)
'"îio J
Results for the elastic ^^T|q(^) and re-orientation ^^T^(^) tensor analyzing pow­
ers are shown in Fig.(5.11) and Fig.(5.1 2 ), The quantum -m echanical calculations are 
indicated by solid lines and the semi-classical calculations by do tted lines.
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Figure 5.10: The angular distnbutions of i 2 2 (^>0 )i and the universal function
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Figure 5.11: Coulomb re-orientation for 'L i +  *^ N^i a t 10 MeV and for ^Li +
^^°Sn a t 15.3 MeV. Quantum -m echanical calculations are shown in solid line, do tted 
line indicates the Grawert semi-classic<d expression.
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Figure 5.12: Elastic in the two-channel (solid line) and semiclassical (dotted line )
Coulomb excitation of 'Li by scattering from at 10 MeV and from ^^ °Sn at 15.3
MeV.
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5.5 C o n c lu s io n s
M om entum-independent Coulombic interactions are tidal spin conserving forces, hence, 
exact tidal symmetry predictions ie. “extended” shape effect relations, for Coulomb ex­
citation of ^Li are expected to hold. However, when the centrifugal barrier is treated 
exactly it is expected to break the symmetry as we showed in the case of nuclear ex­
citation in chap ter 4. The fact th a t long range Coulombic forces are involved instead 
of the surface centered nuclear interactions resulted in enhanced violations of the tidal 
symmetry predictions for rank — 2  tensor analyzing powers by a factor of two.
Two-channel folding model calculations using the code Fresco  have been performed 
for incident energies near the Coulomb barrier with the assumption th a t nuclear effects 
are negligible. Results for the tensor analyzing powers show quantitative agreement with 
the “extended” shape effect relations. Deviations from the tidal sym m etry predictions 
up to 40 % (twice as large as those encountered in the nuclear excitation case) have 
been no ted in the scattering angular region below 30® for Coulomb excitation.
In the A lder-W inther (AW) semi-classical theory of Coulomb excitation [ALD 75] 
the excitation am plitudes are w ritten  in  terms of the real Coulomb excitation functions 
Using this theory semi-classical expressions for the inelastic rank - 2  tensor 
analyzing powers have been derived and found to be in a very good agreement with the 
quantum  calculations.
In a similar approach to th a t used by [Ot t  88] in the nuclear excitation case, we 
have derived a universal Coulomb iso-centrifugal parameter âP°^\9) for the validity of 
the iso-centrifugal approxim ation in the case of Coulomb excitation in  the WKB limit 
for the distorted waves. We have poin ted out that unlike nuclear interactions, Coulombic 
interactions have very long range. As a result, large values for the param eter
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caused by large phase differences between the distorted waves, have been ob tained a t 
small scattering angles (less than 40 degrees) where Coulombic in teraction is im portant. 
The deviations from the tidal symmetry predictions for inelastic rank - 2  tensor analyzing 
powers have been explained in term s of by expressing the inelastic rank— 2  tensor
analyzing powers in terms of Deviations of and are first order
and second order in d^®“^(^), respectively.
The (AW) theory takes into account the ground state re-orientation to the first 
order. Thus, calculating the elastic tensor analyzing powers using this theory gives 
zero. This is due to the fact th a t these observables are the real parts of purely imaginary 
amplitudes in this case. Therefore, a more sophisticated semiclassical treatm ent based 
on the stationary phase approximation [Gra 89] has been applied in order to estim ate 
the elastic tensor analyzing powers whose values the AW theory predicts to be zero. 
Semi—classical calculations of the ground state  re-orientation and the elastic 
tensor analyzing powers are in  agreement w ith the 1 -  and elastic 2 -channel quantum  
calculations.
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A p p en d ix —A
A . l  T h e  M a d iso n  C o n v en tio n
• Polarization effects involving spin-1 particles should be described either by spherical 
tensor operators tqç, w ith normalization given by :
T r a c e { r Q g  =  3 8q q > 6 ,^, (A .l)
or by Cartesian operators 5,-, with the normalization:
+  SjSi) -  26 ij(i,j =  x ,y , z). (A.2 )
Si{i = X, y ^z) denotes the usual spin - 1  angular momentum.
• • The state  of spin orientation of an assembly of particles, referred to as polar­
ization, should be denoted by the symbol t ç g  (spherical) or (Cartesian). These
quantities should be referred to a right-handed coordinate system  in  which the positive 
Z-axis is along the direction of momentum of the particles, and the positive Y-axis is 
along Kin X K^ut for the nuclear reaction which the polarized particles initiate, or from 
which they emerge.
• • • Terms used to describe the effect of initial polarization of a beam  or target on 
the differential cross section for nuclear reaction should include the modifiers analyzing 
or efficiency, and should be denoted by Tq  ^ (spherical) or A i,A ij  (Cartesian). These 
quantities should be referred to a right-handed coordinate system in which the positive 
Y-axis is along x  Kout for the reaction in question.
• • • • In the expression for nuclear reaction A{b, c )P , an arrow placed over a symbol 
denotes a  particle which is initially in a  polarized state  or whose s tate  of polarization is 
measured.
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A p p e n d ix —B
B . l  S p h erica l an d  C a r te s ia n  p o la r iza tio n  ten so rs
spin Spherical components Cartesian components
I 4(& ) = (N ,  -  N_._) oc P .(i)
1 4 (1 )  = N_^) «  P ,(l)
4 (1 )  =  ;^ (1 -8 % ) <xP„(l)
I 4 ( f )  =  [8 (%  — % -|) +  (%  -  % p ] “  f»(§)
4 ( 1 )  =  [(% +  # _ |)  -  (%  +  lV_i)] a  P „ (|)
4 ( f )  =  *  [(% -  lf_ |)  -  3{N, -  i^_p] «  P .„ ( |)
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B , 2  S p h er ica l an d  C a r te s ia n  te n so r  o p era to rs
spin spin operators spherical tensor operators
n ± l ( |)  =  ±  /^^y)
T 2 o ( | )  =  { p l  -  I )
^ 2 ^ 1 ( 2 )  f  ÿ g  [ { P z P x  p x P z )  i  ^{ .PzPy  p y P z J l  
'^ 2 ^ 2 ( 2 ) — [(/^x ~  /^y) ^  ^{.pxPy +  PyPx)^
'^30(|) =  ^ { P l  -  %Pz)
‘^ 3 ^ 1 (2 )  — ^ P z P x P z  "  " ^ p x )  f  ^ { p z p y p z  ~~ ^ / ^ y ) ]
^ 3 ^ 2 ( 2 )  { i p x p z p x  P y p z P y )  f  “^ { P x p z P y  H~ P y P z p x ) ]
" ^ ± 3 ( 2 )  ~  ^ 3  [(/^x  “  ^ P y P x p y  P x )  dz ^ p x P y p x  ~  /^y)]
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A p p e n d ix —C
C . l  R ig h t -h a n d e d  c o o r d in a te  sy s te m s
M ad iso n  c o o rd in a te  sy s te m  (M G S) Y
/
/
/
X
H o o to n —J o h n s o n  c o o rd in a te  sy s te m  (H J C S )
Y
119
(MCS)
/
(HJCS)
Z
/
R eco il c o o rd in a te  sy s te m  (R C S )
/
X
Y
I
/
120
Appendices
A —c o o rd in a te  sy s te m  (A C S )
X
Y
(ACS)
T ransverse coord inate sy ste m  (T C S )
(TCS)
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C .2  S eco n d  m e th o d  for ev a lu a t in g  th e  co u p lin g  
p o te n t ia l in  t id a l sp in  b asis
1 1 1  the channel spin basis :
Vi .,,.j ,m„,lijm A R )  =  < L 'I 'r M j , \V { f ,R ) \ L I J M j>  (C .l)
A
=  Sjj, SmjM,. 4w E (-)^Â  < (L'I')J'\\To{Y>,{R),Vx(P,R)mLI)J >
A
where we have substituted Eq.(4.2.45) and applied the W igner-Eckart theorem. The 
phase factor (—)^ is positive for A =  0,2 and will be dropped in  subsequent expressions. 
The no tation Tqq is th a t of [B ri 6 8 ] for the tensor operator of rank 0. To(Yx{R), Vx{r, R)) 
is a  tensor of rank 0 made of tensor product of two tensors of rank A.
The tensor operators Yx{R) and Vx{r^R) act on two separate variables R  and f. 
Therefore one writes :
Vl>pj‘M j,,lijm j(R ) = Sjj* SmjMj, ^tt P  L' J  x
f J '  J  0  1  
A' A A <r||y^(A)||A><r||yx(f;JZ)l|f>  A I r  I A J
( a b e
where < d e /  > is a  9-j coefficient which in the case of a =  =  /  and c =  0 can
[  g  h  i  }
be reduced to a 6 - j  coefficient® [BlE 81, P .130] to give :
®The 6-j coefficient is related to Racah coefficient by the following :
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^L*r,Li — P  Ù  { ~ y  X (C.2)
Ç ^ I l '  L  J  I  <  ^ 'II^A (^)lli >  < I '||V x (f,a )|lJ - >
=  47T ù  p  ( _ ) 2 / ' + / + 2 L + L ' + J  ^  ( C . 3 )
^  iv(frAA';Aj) < r||yk(Â)||A > < r||VA(nJ^)||T >
A
By substituting the reduced m a trix elements of the spherical harmonics Ix(-R) :
=  \ Æ  I '  î(_ )- '+ 2 i'+ i’'+2 ''+ ' X (C.4)
Y ^ \w { L L 'n '- ,x j ) c ^ o \* ' '  < i 'i |V A ( f , i î ) | | i>  .
A
In  order to write the above coupling po tential in the tidal spin basis \ I K J M j  > , we 
introduce two complete sets of states \L"I"J'^Mjn > and > [JoH 87] :
= <  r ü r v 'M j , |y ( f ; A ) |f j r j M j  >  (c .s )
=  E  <  >  X (0 .6 )
X <  L "I"rM j.,\V {? ,R )\L '"r 'J '"M j„ . > X
X <  L " 'r r " M j , . . \ I K J M j  > ,  
summed over all double and triple primed quan tum  numbers w ith the  coefficients :
< T K 'J 'M j , \L " r j" M j„  > =  Svi,. Sj.j,. {- i f "  y  C f f "  f "  , (0.7)
fu f
< L '" r j '" M j„ . \ I K J M j  > =  S,,..I Sj,„j SM,,„Mji-*‘'" y  C f  f  f  ( 0 .8 )
Then, the coupling po tential in the tidal spin basis can be w ritten as :
y P K * J * M j , , r K J M j( R )  =  ( — )^"^^ -2 J + f f+ A  ^  ^  yL* VJ *Mj , ,L IJM j{R)
L*L
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Substituting Eq.(C.2) and writing Clebscli-Gordan coefficients as 3-j coefficients^ :
<  r ||V ^ (F ,a ) ||T  >  x (C.9)
A
x E ( - ) “ ' r f ' '  (  V o  f  )  (  K ' )  (  - K  0 K  )
V A ,A -(iî) =  N Æ /'( - )^ ^ '+ ^ ^ E ^  < I ' \ m r , R W >  X
(  V o  f  )  (  K' V ' O  )  (  V  0 K  )  n W L ' )  .
The sum  over L  and L‘ is a contraction relation of three 3-j coefficients and a Racah 
coefficient [B ri 6 8 ] :
vl<j{R) = V ^ P { - f - ' ' ^  ^ (  V  -  i f  )  <  >  ,
Vr'fjiR) =  Æ E  Â C/, ^  ^  <  I '||V A (n ^ )I |T >  . (0.10)
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A p p en d ix —D
D . l  C o u lo m b  e x c ita tio n  fu n c tio n s
Coulomb excitation functions are the basic functions in  the theory of Coulomb
excitation. They are defined as follows :
T ra J f k 6 mhw +  w)[coshw +  ( +
^ (,coshw  +  iy + "
where 6 is the deflection angle and ^ =  7 7  ^— 7 7 ,- is the adiabaticity param eter. 7 7 0 (7 7 ,) is 
the outgoing (incoming) Coulomb parameter.
In  the Sudden Approximation (SA) hm it, ie., when ^ =  0 , we have for A= 1  and 2  the 
following simple formulae :
7x,±i(e,0) =  2 s in f  , (D.2)
(D.3)
T,.0 (^*0 ) =  2 — [1  ---- 2 — g] • (C.4)
Some im portan t properties of the Coulomb functions include :
= h M O ,  (D.5)
(D.6)
=  ( - ) ^ e - ’'«lA _A (-0,O - ■ (D.7)
W hen 6 =  1  ie. for $ = tt (backward scattering), the are independent of p. This 
leads to  very small values for the Coulomb iso-centrifugal param eter dP^^\9). Numerical 
values for A =  2  (quadrupole Coulomb excitation) corresponding to E 2  transition and
when ^ 0 are given in [ A l d  75]. Ixn for A =  1,3 and 4 are tabu lated  in [ A l d  56],
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